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Blurb

Welcome to Port Carmila, population 15, 725. Half that count isn’t even
human, and that’s not including feral zombies, ghouls and ghosts, mostly
because they don’t stand still long enough for counting. It’s a melting pot
of the living, the immortal, and the dead … where death means you still
have to pay the rent, the merfolk are experts in tax evasion, everybody hates
the corny Dead Centre of Australia T-shirts sold at the tourist information
centre, and the local police encourage you to carry a weapon at all times,
regardless of legality. Sometimes the zombies aren’t your much-loved nextdoor neighbours…
When Steve Nakamura is dared—after a long-standing Port Carmila
tradition—to seduce a vampire in return for his birthday present, he
thinks it will be easy. Scrub up, find a hot undead girl who won’t care
that he’ll start shambling the moment he stops breathing, kiss her, earn
enough money for a new car stereo. Simple, if he doesn’t mind losing
a little blood in the process. The cute and anxious Abe Browning,
however, is surely undead and just as surely not a girl, and, as it turns
out, that’s the last thing Steve needs to worry about when it comes to
hooking up with vampires…
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1: Dare

Jack has collected over a thousand dollars, once the group passed
the hat around to anyone in Port Carmila who knew Steve’s name and
everyone put in what they would have spent on presents, drinks and
a night out. Steve hasn’t even so much as handled said hat, but nextdoor-Greg spilled just who put in what, so he knows just where that
money will go: a car stereo system. Decent speakers and an iPod dock.
Perhaps enough for a new laptop as well, if he haggles and waits for a
sale—he doesn’t want anything so good someone’s going to break into
his shit car in the free student carpark—but the stereo first. It’s the last
thing he needs to transform his ute from a rattling, rust-prone, ancient
tin can into a car, a road-trip machine worthy of spending glorious
hours in the driver’s seat. No more broken tape deck—who the fuck
even has a tape deck, these days?—and no more crackling radio that
only picks up AM talkback shows on gardening, ghoul warding and
investment portfolios. Nothing but pure 90s pop bliss in the only way
it is meant to be heard: at volume high enough to vibrate Russian submachine guns off the backseat.
Not that his Toyota ute even has a backseat, but why let actuality get
in the way of a good metaphor?
He whistles while he stands in front of the bathroom mirror, globs
a palmful of hair gel and teases his hair into as many spikes as possible.
He’s not bad on the eye, even if he says so himself, but tonight he’s
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got to look killer: sharp blazer, tight T-shirt, awesome hair. It’s got to
be easier than dating girls back in Sydney, but why let anything go to
chance?
“Steve?” Mum thumps on the door loud enough to make the family’s
toothbrush collection fall into the sink. “How long are you going to
primp? I want the shower before work!”
Only in Port Carmila, he thinks with a sigh, would a minute or
two with a pot of hair gel be deemed “primping”. Fucking bogans.
Fucking yobbo bogans! “Chotto mate kudasai,” he yells back. “You know
Jack’s taking me out for the dare. Unless you fucking want to buy me
a stereo?”
“We bought you a watch and a new handgun, you ungrateful shit.”
Mum sighs. The door creaks as though she leans against it, and when
the wooden door is less stable than that of his on-res room in Sydney,
Steve can’t help but think it needs replacing. Chichi, though, spends his
evenings with assignments and tests; Mum spends them with weapons,
rags and polish. The patrol beat in Port Carmila is a full-time job and
then some; it doesn’t leave time for house repairs. “Do I have this right?
Jack’s only asked you to snog a vampire? Jack? I expected something a
bit more vindictive.”
The dare seems ridiculously easy for a ticket to driving heaven: seduce
a vampire. Jack has to be slipping if that’s all he can come up with, and
it not like he doesn’t have the whole town to pester for suggestions.
He dared Phil, after all, to obtain a piece of coral from the council
chamber in Mere Illara, and then Jack and Johanna made sure that
every hire place for a hundred-kilometre radius was out of scuba gear.
Steve can’t help a chuckle at the memory of Phil turning up to the
beach with a snorkel, knowing that Mere Illara is twenty metres below
the surface. A group of snickering teenaged merfolk chased him back
to the beach, waving harpoons, signing slurs in Merish and throwing
chunks of brightly-coloured coral.
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“Fuck, actually.” It’s not as though next-door-Greg hasn’t told her:
next-door-Greg, local paramedic, has the unfortunate habit of hearing
everything Steve gets up to and repeating it without a thought given
for medical confidentiality. It was rather nice to go to a GP in Sydney
for an ingrown toenail and not have Mum and Chichi know about it
before he even came home.
For a moment he hears nothing; Steve runs a hand across the top of
his head, separating the spikes at the part line.
“Still not enough,” she says, and now her gruff voice carries confusion.
Born and raised a Port Carmila local, with more feral zombie kills than
Steve has magazines, she’s experienced that rite of passage herself: the
lounge room wall bears photos of the day she untied Benjamina’s head
from the bollard down on the beach and put her on the mayor’s desk.
Debra Nakamura is, in fact, the sole reason why Benjamina is now
nailed and not tied to her bollard after an immediate rash of copy-cat
crimes. Chichi’s the one that looks askance at the idea that Steve has to
earn his twenty-first birthday present, even though he’s lived here for all
of Steve’s life and should know as well as anyone about Port Carmila’s
stranger traditions. “I never thought I’d see the day that Jack ran out of
ideas. Maybe this thing has been going on too long.”
“I’m not complaining.” Steve rinses his hands, screws the lid on
the gel pot and surveys his reflection. Watch out, girls, he thinks in
satisfaction, although he does stop to rearrange a last lock of hair over
his right ear before he unlocks the bathroom door.
Compared to Phil’s Mere Illara fracas, what’s a vampire? They’re
practically human, after all, aside from immortality and blood-sucking.
Vampire chicks are even hot, if slightly grey-looking around the edges,
and all a vampire ever asks, should Steve’s seduction skills fail and he
asks someone to take pity on him, is a little blood. It’s not uncivilised
like the mainstream media make out, either. Trading with a vampire
involves half an hour at the local medical clinic, all nice and sterile,
not a glimpse of fangs in sight. A vamp chick isn’t Steve’s first choice
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for a hook-up—the vampires around Port Carmila aren’t any more
interesting than the breathers—but with that kind of money on the
line? He’ll even screw Sophie Williams, cursed with a damn pimple
army, and Sophie Williams has never forgotten the day Steve, Jack and
Phil dip-dyed her braids in blue acrylic paint.
“Can you use any more hair gel?” Mum folds her arms and shakes
her head. Not yet on the clock, she wears faded jeans and an old T-shirt;
a polish rag pokes out of her right-hand pocket. Faded scars trail down
her chin and neck, shadowed by the soft glow of the hallway light.
“Honestly, Steve. Do you spend all your pay on product?”
“You’re just jealous Nana didn’t bequeath you awesome hair genes,”
he says, even though that makes no fucking sense and Mum rolls her
eyes. “See you late tomorrow morning, probably.”
Mum rolls her eyes and steps into the bathroom. “There’s condoms
in my top dresser drawer.”
“I’ve been carrying for years, now. Legal requirement.”
Mum snorts and shuts the door behind her; Steve grins and saunters
down the hallway.
All in all, it isn’t a bad way to spend his twenty-first birthday. Home
for the three-month summer with the promise of that awesome stereo
installed in his car before the drive back to campus—and, hell, he’s
even going to get laid for the privilege. Sobo sent enough money from
Japan that he can keep a girl plied with the poison of her choice, should
that be necessary. Why would it, though?
“Did Mum tell you about the condoms?” Chichi sits on the old,
fraying leather couch, his head fixed in the direction of yet another
Iron Chef repeat. He sighs when he turns his head and looks at Steve:
for all that Steve looks more Japanese than he does white, the two
otherwise have only their lack of height in common. Chichi is a fussy,
quiet man who likes dressing gowns when he’s not wearing dress shirts.
How it is he manages to keep a classroom in line is beyond Steve’s
understanding. How it is he managed to fall in love with Mum is
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beyond Steve’s understanding. “You won’t meet up with another topless
circus performer, hai?”
“I hear Jack honking,” Steve says as he picks up a jog and heads to
the front door, not in any way needing to continue the conversation
about Emma and her career pretensions. They broke up, so why keep
talking about it? “Talk to you tomorrow. Mata ne!”
“Steve—”
He slams the front door behind him and cuts off anything else
Chichi might have said. Jack, thank fuck, slams his hand against the
wheel for another round of horn-blasting, but stops when he sees Steve
head down the drive toward his rusting dual-cab. Even now, fishing
rods rest in their slots against the back of the cab, the tray filled with
rope, boxes, eskies and collapsible chairs; someone who doesn’t know
Jack would have thought him about to go for a spot of fishing on the
breakwater.
Phil, sitting in the front seat amidst a sea of hamburger wrappers
and chip papers, snickers as Steve slides into the back and pushes aside
the folded red, yellow and black flag Jack knocked off—or borrowed,
given his claims that theft is only theft at the hands of invaders—from
the local Indigenous Collective. What Jack means to do with the flag
he hasn’t said, although driving around for two months with it resting
in plain sight of both coppers and elders seems to be part of the plan.
“What’s that fucking crap on your hair, Steve?” Phil turns his head
and grins. “I thought you said you didn’t need to try and impress the
chicks? Happy birthday.”
Steve just shoots him the finger and clips his seatbelt.
“You’ll have to try hard where we’re going, Akira-san.” Jack pauses
to chortle and pull out of the driveway. “There’s a new bar in town, not
that you Sydney wankers would know. Apparently it’s the hottest vamp
hang-out, so we’re taking you there.”
Shit, this was going to be easy. True, Steve had always thought himself
closer to Jack than everyone else after the year they spent helping each
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other out with Jack’s depression and Steve’s agoraphobia, but how had
he lucked out to get such an easy dare? Johanna spent a night in the
old cemetery listening to feral settler zombies from the 1820s wail and
moan about their untimely deaths, asking questions for her history
thesis, and shooting them every time they tried to gnaw on her limbs.
Of course, she tricked them into offering her that dare in the first place,
but that didn’t make it easy. This little dare is nothing at all.
“No worries. Piece of fucking cake.”
Phil and Jack exchange glances and break into broad grins—one
tanned under blond hair, one dark brown under wiry curls.
“Yep.” Jack turns into the main drag, the streets dotted with clusters
of vampires, tourists, the odd green-glowing fae and a few locals headed
towards the hunter pub Serif ’s Shotgun. “We take you to a bar or club,
you hook up with a vampire there, and you have twelve hours to get
laid and back to us. Then the money, Akira-san, is yours.”
Steve’s feeling too good to give Jack the shit he deserves for that
horrific nickname—not that it makes any kind of difference. “Too
fucking easy, man.”
Jack pulls the ute over down the beach end of Bay Road. The
club is new—before Steve left for university it was a sewing-goods
emporium—with the walls and windows now painted black. Feeders is
printed on the door in a plain san-serif type, the door itself flanked by
two muscular breather bouncers and one suit-clad vampire checking
ID. Steve slams the ute door shut, strolls over and flashes his licence;
the greyskin bouncer nods at the three of them as Jack and Phil follow
suit.
“Are you sure you’ve got the right place?” He shakes his head and
stares, not at Steve, to whom he pays no attention at all, but at Phil,
clad in worn jeans and a plain T-shirt, and Jack, who forgot to detach
several hooks from the bottom of his flanno shirt. Steve can’t blame him
for asking, since while they’re not wearing thongs or singlets, they’re
only about one tier up the rung of what constitutes an appropriate
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dress code. They’d have been laughed out of any club, and most bars,
in Sydney.
Then again, this is Port Carmila, a town that only has a club because
of the tourists and the fae’s expectation of culture: should a town of
fishermen, farmers and hunters not look like fishermen when they go
out? Can he really expect Jack to give a fuck about how inner-Sydney
white-bread invader journalism students dress up when they head off
after class for vodka shots? Steve, dressed as he is, would be laughed
straight out of the Shotgun.
“We’re just here to support him.” Jack grins and gestures towards
Steve. “Friends can’t let him go out on his own, can they? It wouldn’t
be right.”
“You’ve got good friends,” the vampire says as he pulls out his stamp;
it blurs as it hits the back of Steve’s palm. He has the most magnificent
fangs Steve has ever seen, almost large enough to make speaking, kissing
and any other jaw-related movements awkward. His eyes—dead and
glassy, somewhat reminiscent of fishes and the Mer—take in Steve for
the first time. “Not everyone here would be so confident in themselves.
Good luck.”
Fuck, does he think Steve one of those desperate wanna-be-fae
leeches? Like a fucking breather tourist, desperate for a taste of the dark
side? He grimaces, nods, follows Jack through the doors and down a
flight of narrow, black-painted stairs into the building’s basement level.
On first glance it looks like any ordinary club, if small: dance floor,
gyrating bodies, pounding and ethereal EBM beats, one guy splashing
something over the bar as he downs his drink. The rainbow strobe
lighting makes the packed-in mass of grey complexions seem, for a
moment, almost alive. The air reeks of sweat and alcohol. Steve lets out
a breath, relaxes: he knows this shit, and nobody ever accused him of
being unable to talk the leg off complete strangers.
“Well?” Phil grins and shouts to be heard above the music. “Go,
mate! Find a girl!”
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A girl. Right. Steve glances across the crowd—and blinks. There are
girls in the room, but they’re in pairs, grinding up against each other
in a way that’d be so fucking hot if he weren’t otherwise distracted. He
spots a single girl at the bar, but then a tall vampire in a miniskirt and
a black faux-leather corset sways over and tugs her off the stool. They
vanish among the dancers, and he scans them again, hoping against
hope that he was somehow mistaken. Vampires form the majority, but
there are a reasonable amount of humans—he hopes they’re mostly
tourists—swaying and writhing amongst the undead, while two ghosts
cause sudden screams as they float through a small cluster of headbobbing zombies. An aloof faerie prince, glowing pale green, holds
court by the bar, surrounded by a gaggle of adoring, desperate-looking,
thoroughly-entranced men. Women and men for sure, and some people
whose gender Steve can’t begin to guess, but most of them are paired
off in combinations that defy current marriage laws. No matter how
hard he looks, Steve can’t find a single woman that isn’t watching other
women dance—not except for Sophie Williams, pouring something
red and viscous into shot glasses behind the bar. Men and women of
all shapes, ages, sizes and varying degrees of dead and alive ... but not a
single, solitary, heterosexual-seeming female vampire.
On the contrary, there are plenty of single, solitary, gay-seeming
male vampires.
A few of them are even looking Steve’s way.
What the fuck is Port Carmila doing with a gay vampire club? He
knows Johanna and Izzy aren’t the only queers in town, but surely there
aren’t enough to merit even a small club?
Fag queen, whispers the spectre of Adam Swanston and his fucking
footy-team cronies, the memory loud even though the halls of Port
Carmila High School are three years past. Steve swallows and wipes his
now-sweating hands on his jeans, not sure what to say. He got away
from all that shit! University, in Sydney, means he’s well cut of all the
goons that, unlike zombies, can’t be silenced with a few well-placed
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bullets, an axe, kerosene and a lighter. He spends his holidays with his
mates who know he can master hair product and take down the feral
undead. He got away, but how can he do this and not have all that shit
start up again? Who the fuck is everyone going to remember, the gay
vampire he fucked here or the girls he dated back in Sydney? Does your
girlfriend know you’re really a fucking fag?
It’s one thing to have flashbacks of the feral zombie biting at his hip;
it’s another to hear the words of a fucking bully in the same visceral
way.
Across the room, two girls—a butch short-haired white girl in jeans
and a waistcoat, a black zombie with corkscrew curls in blue lawn
hoopskirts and a denim jacket—dart out from the crowd and wave
with a frightening amount of enthusiasm. Johanna and Izzy, he thinks
as his stomach knots. If Izzy’s feeling confident enough to dance in
public with her girlfriend, this place isn’t a vamp hangout. It’s a gay bar.
“Well, Akira-san?” Jack yells in his ear just as the music switches to
an operatic trance track; he grins so hard Steve wants nothing more
than to punch his face in. “What are you waiting for? Isn’t this going
to be too fucking easy?”
He has a sound system, he tells himself, with his name on it.
He’s also not going to be the first person to wimp out on a dare, is
he? Phil looked like an idiot with his snorkel, but he still tried, even
though someone’s going to engrave that episode on his tombstone.
Johanna risked boredom and limbs in the graveyard, and she never
looked like backing out, not even once it started raining hard enough
to risk hypothermia. What is a night spent with a vampire of the notfemale persuasion compared to feral zombies, really?
Only a thousand times harder, and Jack, who fucking noticed when
Steve started hiding in the school library at lunch to avoid open spaces
and the feral zombies they might contain, who fucking went straight
to Steve’s parents and told them just why they needed to take their son
to a psychologist, bloody well fucking knows it is!
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Do you want to blow my cock, Steve? I bet you do. I bet you want it.
If this shit is irrelevant, so irrelevant he didn’t mention it to Mum or
his psychologist, should it stop him from doing this dare?
“Only you country bogans think this is a challenge,” Steve says as
he surveys the room. His voice doesn’t shake too much. He should be
proud of that. “I’m just trying to see who’ll be the best target. Couples
... nah, couples will blow your tiny redneck minds.” He glances at the
back of a lone vampire, wearing a neat striped shirt and dark jeans,
sitting at the end of the bar. “Might try him first. Right. Uh. Going in.”
His two best friends break out into snickers as Steve takes a slow,
reluctant step towards the vampire.
As long as Chichi and Greg and fucking Adam Swanston never hear
about this, it’s all good.
It has to be, right?
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2: Vampire

He lingers longer than he should with Johanna and Izzy, who
wish him a happy birthday and admire his new watch, but the grins
both women wear tell Steve that they too know just why he’s here,
and there’s only so much of the grinning he can take—especially when
Johanna’s grin softens into something resembling concern, and why the
fuck should she be worried about him? They don’t try and stop him as
he heads to the bar—Izzy pulls Johanna back onto the floor and tries
to waltz to a trance beat—and Steve sighs as he sits down and waves
Sophie over. The presence of non-vampiric immortals as well as human
leeches means that Sophie has non-bloody offerings behind the bar;
her broad smile suggests that Jack has planned this little dare for some
time. Surely he’s not already the laughing stock of half the town?
“Neat Smirnoff?” he says, knowing that Sophie will understand the
long-standing Port Carmila zombie-hunter code: water poured into
a shot glass from an old Smirnoff bottle, just for those times when
one doesn’t want to look like one is avoiding alcohol because of one’s
antidepressant prescription or an unwillingness to be jumped while
tipsy.
Of course, everyone in Port Carmila knows that the vast majority of
people drinking vodka shots are stone-cold sober, but there are times
when it’s inconvenient, awkward or annoying to explain why he’s not
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drinking—like when he wants to hook up with a stranger and clearly
isn’t the designated driver.
It’s also nice to pretend to be normal, even if everyone who also isn’t
normal is fully aware of just how abnormal they all are.
Sophie slides a shot glass—a cheap plastic cup, probably to avoid
injury in a room of vampires—across the bar and laughs at the
complaints from a breather three seats down when Steve pays her a
dollar. “Hunters’ discount,” she says. “How many zombies you killed,
Kel?”
The breather grumbles but doesn’t answer; Sophie ignores him.
Steve takes a sip. One thing easier than Sydney, at least, where he
had to resort to name-dropping his medication and his psychiatrist to
get people to stop dragging him to the bar and insisting he’ll have more
fun if he drinks. One thing, but that doesn’t come close to outweighing
the rest of it: how the hell is he supposed to pull this off? If everyone
knows about this, how can he live failure down? Worse, how can he
live success down? In Sydney it’ll be easy to brush off as an experiment,
but here? Here, in Port Carmila, the town where nobody ever forgets
anything?
In Sydney nobody much cares who one fucks, as long as one has
something meaningful to say on the ethics involved in journalism or
why tabloid headlines are inevitably awful. In Sydney nobody would
have ever thought him gay just because he has an affinity for hair gel.
It’s not as though he doesn’t plan on moving to Melbourne or Sydney
once he’s finished his degree. He’ll save petrol money by not coming
home between semesters, if he can get a job. It’s totally workable, and
nobody will think he’s avoiding Port Carmila, everyone who lives
there and the guy he’ll screw tonight, if he makes it sound reasonable
enough. It’s not as though there are huge opportunities for journalists
here, unless he wants to report on zombie escapes, feral killings and
the exorcism failure at Council Hall for the umpteenth time. Hard
news, like wars and international trade relations, are less important
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than Aggie Skipton’s infamous pigs, and even the locals moan over the
local rag. Why shouldn’t he leave?
He’ll do it, he’ll get his stereo and he’ll go back to school. Easy.
Steve downs half the glass before turning to look at the vampire
sitting beside him.
He too stares down the bar; Steve follows his set gaze to see the
green-glowing fae—Steve knows his handle, Ares, although he knows
enough of fae to know that’s not his real name—and his legion of
swooning admirers. All of them are good-looking and most of them
tourists, although Steve recognises a vampire who works as a Council
roadie, a zombie from the ED and—fuck!
He blinks, rubs his eyes, stares, but it takes Steve a moment to
believe it.
Yes, that’s Adam Swanston, just with longer hair and lipstick, trying
to sneak his hand on the fae’s kneecap. Swanston stares up at Ares with
adoring eyes; Swanston is dressed in jeans so tight Steve’s crotch aches,
not in a good way, just watching him. Fuck!
Swanston, who fucking called Steve a fag for the time he spotted
Steve ducking into the girls’ toilets with a tube of hair gel in Year Eleven
because it’s so apparently gay to not want hair dangling in one’s eyes
and need a clean mirror to accomplish that? Who spent the year after
that calling Steve a cocksucker and a girl, always making sure to be
surrounded by the Port Carmila High footy team? Who sat behind
Steve in General Maths whispering to anyone who’d listen that Steve
had been spotted staring at a Year Seven boy “known” to be gay?
Swanston, here, clearly intent on being the fuck-toy of a fae?
Steve got most of his high-school girlfriends, in fact, because he can
stand in front of the mirror and discuss styling product, hair dye and
the best brands of sanitary pads for mopping up blood spills, and as
long as he obeyed the unspoken rule about not being a perv, none of the
girls had a problem with it—which made no difference to Swanston.
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“That fucking cocksucking shit—” He stops as he realises that might
not be the best thing to say, given the location; the vampire turns his
head to give Steve a surprised, eyebrow-raised look. “Sorry. I didn’t
mean it like that—Swanston called me a fag and a cocksucker for most
of Year Twelve, and now he’s all but fucking blowing a fucking fae? I
could fucking slag him!”
Not that he ever will, of course, but the thought is more than a little
tempting.
Still, it’s something of a revenge to see Swanston looking with full
adoration up at a fae, utterly rapt in the princeling’s glamour. It’s one
thing to see tourists caught in Ares’s allure, but locals should know
better than to even think about it, never mind be seen in public making
absolute fucking idiots of themselves over a fae. Of course, one doesn’t
have a whole lot of choice in the matter, but that’s why one never goes
near a fae to begin with!
Sophie gives Steve a long, pointed sort of a glance; he supposes
she’s wondering whether or not she forgives him for the hair-dipping.
“Swanston’s been coming here ever since we opened,” she says finally as
she leans against the bar. “Ares is pretty, though. It’s a shame he never
goes to the Broken Post.”
“Gorgeous? If you like jellyfish for brains. I’ve never met a faerie yet
who could do anything more than glow and look pretty.” The vampire
folds his arms, looking indignant. “I was doing ... that, once.” He tips
his head in the direction of the admirers, cringing as if at his own
stupidity, but he doesn’t blush. “Sure, Ares is the most gorgeous thing
with a heartbeat, but he doesn’t have anything to say besides ‘Yes, I
know’ and ‘Buy me a drink’. Plus his idea of sex involved him and …
well, a mirror.” The vampire raises both eyebrows. “I’ll, uh, leave it to
you to guess what he wanted with the mirror.”
For some reason, it’s not hard to imagine a vampire holding a
full-length mirror while a naked, gorgeous faerie reclines on a bed,
complete with silk sheets and some fancy embroidered quilt cover;
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the ridiculousness of the image has Steve snorting. The faerie keep to
themselves unless they particularly want something, or someone, and
he’s never met one willing to give a human (or anyone else, for that
matter) the time of day on any equal footing.
Jack could have had him try and seduce a fae; compared to that, a
gay vampire looks like nothing to sweat over. Right? At least Steve still
knows just how he feels about doing that without worrying that the
adoration is mostly just the allure?
He wonders what the town has been saying about fucking Swanston.
Does Sophie call him a fucking fag? Does Swanston want to be drooling
over a fae in public? Is everyone mocking him the way they mocked
Steve? Does he just not care?
“Please tell me you’re kidding,” he says, still snorting. A little flattery,
here, because he’s supposed to be a single dude looking for another
single dude, and hasn’t Steve already kind of implied that he’s gay? Or
at least that he’s the victim of homophobia, anyway? “You look way too
smart to fall for that.”
Indeed, it’s not even a lie. The vampire’s complexion is as grey as
every other white non-breather in the room, but he looks otherwise
non-remarkable in jeans and a striped dress shirt underneath a black
trenchcoat. His well-polished loafers shine in the strobe light. No
leather jackets, no protruding fangs, no piercings, no lipstick. He looks
like a businessman kicking back after a day’s work, not a gothed-up
greyskin out to gather tourist leeches and revel in their underkingdom
of darkness and despair, and while Steve knows it’s mostly an act to
lure in tourists, it’s a relief to spot someone who doesn’t bother. He
doesn’t even appear armed, although the flashing lights make it harder
to pick out the tell-tale bulges and lines of a concealed weapon. Steve
can almost call him boring, but there’s something appealing in the cut
of a well-fitted shirt that isn’t flanno, pockets that don’t bulge with fish
lures and jeans that are so crisp Steve wonders if they’re new. He smells
good, too: sandalwood, not even a hint of fish or seaweed.
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A pretty boy, sure, but he is pretty, with a clean-shaven face and a
slightly-lopsided smile.
The vampire angles his head and looks at Steve in much the same
considering way. “I wish,” he says, the words rueful. “It’s the truth. I
didn’t—it never happened again, though. Fuck Stoker, I swear.”
“Makes emptying a F88 into a feral look like an easy dare, then,”
Steve says, thinking. Jack’s birthday is next month, and while nobody
has seriously discussed what dare they should offer him, Steve now has
an idea too good not to mention in front of him, just to scare him a
little. He won’t insist on it—best mates don’t hand their mates over to
the fae—but Jack deserves a little revenge for this horrific dare.
“Dare?”
“Birthday dares,” he says, shooting Sophie a deliberate glare. If she
says anything about the date, she’s so undead and dismembered. “One
of them was for one of my friends to camp out in the old graveyard
overnight. You from around here?”
The vampire shakes his head. “I moved down here last year.” He
gestures towards the gyrating vampires occupying the dance floor.
“There’s so few of us in the city, so you get shuffled between humans
who—no offense—stare at you oddly and then write protest letters to
the paper when zombies uproot their rose bushes trying to get at their
buried pet dog. Never mind it happens once a year, perhaps.”
Steve can’t help a snicker, imagining outraged gardeners expecting
the coppers to protect their gardens and Mum’s reaction to such a
prospect, and nods. Old Sian MacGillycuddy had an awesome old
English-style garden, and she protected every inch of it with the help of
her granddaughter, two glaives and a pair of matching wakizashi. She
didn’t ring the cop shop every time a feral popped over her back fence!
True, he’s seen one feral zombie on campus in two years—and one
or two undead folk in his classes, if any at all. If city folk don’t know
what to do with a carrier, how will they react to the actual undead?
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“There was a job opening with the council for a town planner, and
Port Carmila doesn’t specify the requirement for employees to have a
heartbeat.” The vampire shrugs. “So here I am.”
“Good job?”
“Designing aquatic spaces in the CBD is a bit of a challenge. We
need to widen the canals so there’s space for four-lane swimming
channels and access to the market...”
Steve hasn’t paused to consider how difficult it would be to plan all
town structures in order to accommodate several different species; he’s
just taken it for granted that someone will provide dark passages for
the photosensitive. “There’s going to be moaning if you have to narrow
the road.” He can just see the letters-to-the-editor now; the thought
is enough to make him shudder. He looks up, somewhat discomfited
to discover that he is being stared at again, and not by Sophie, who’d
drifted further down the bar to stare at the fae, apparently bored by
talk of town planning. The vampire, and while Steve has certainly been
hit on by men before, there’s a surprising amount of interest in his
gaze. “Okay, what? Too much hair gel? Those fucks down the other end
of the club who keep on pointing and laughing at me? Ignore them.
They’re idiots.”
“Well, I was wondering about the hair gel,” the vampire replies with
a suitably straight face before breaking into a grin. He has small, barelynoticeable fangs, and the thought occurs to Steve that if he refuses to
think about what it is he is going to embark on, this might actually
be the sort of vampire—sort of man—he can pull it off with. In point
of fact, it’s not the vampire part that bothers him. “Actually, I was
wondering why you’re here. You don’t look like a leech or a faefapper,
and guys into breather guys usually hit the bars inland. Not that I
wasn’t wondering about that guy with the fishhooks, though.”
For a moment, Steve doesn’t know what to say, and it’s not because
he doesn’t think his moves, honed on girls from here to Sydney, aren’t
going to work. Flirting with a guy can’t truly be much different, can
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it? No: this vampire, he feels certain, is sitting at the bar cursing Ares
and his admirers because he isn’t looking for some flirtatious onenight stand. He’d be out on the dance floor, getting his grind on in the
company of one or more people, otherwise. He’s actually here to meet
someone—someone real, long-term. Someone who isn’t a straight guy
on a dare.
There are leeches aplenty, their make-up resembling corpsepaint, all
looking for someone to fuck them, bleed them, turn them—as if there’s
some kind of hot, attractive, erotic danger in an ambulant corpse.
Summer tourists: breathers come down from the city to spend a week
gawking at the Mer and the vampires ... and usually leave about the
time they met their first zombie. Tour boats above Mere Illara are the
town’s second-highest cause of income, after the fishing trawlers, never
mind the fact that there’s nothing to see but a few well-paid merfolk
smiling at the tourists and calling them obscene names in Merish.
Plenty of quick fucks abound, if one is fortunate enough to be one of
the “acceptable” undead; real dates, though, might be somewhat harder
to find.
Steve wonders, if he survives death as one of the twenty percent, if
he’ll sitting at a bar hoping to find someone willing to look at an oftennot-all-that-hot zombie.
“If you were really after a vampire,” Steve says, quite truthfully, “the
last thing you’d do is dress up like a leech and have every vampire in the
room trying not to laugh at you.” He pauses. “Okay, the hair gel was a
mistake, wasn’t it?”
He nearly jerks away and curses his ridiculous nerves when the
vampire offers his hand. For fuck’s sake, he’s not doing anything! Not
even Swanston has reason to think this conversation a flirtation, yet, so
why is he looking over at Ares and his harem out of fear that Swanston’s
looking?
“Abe Browning.”
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Steve raises his eyebrows, silently praying that Abe is not as old as his
name sounds—because that would be way too weird for him to handle,
no matter how young Abe looks. Late teens, early twenties? Younger
than he sounds. “Your mother was born in the 1700s?”
“No, but my great-great-great aunt was, and she talked my parents
into naming me after her father.” Abe rolls his eyes. “Everyone else
was being named ‘Adam’ or ‘Erin’ or ‘Shane’ when I was born. Not
Abraham.”
That sounds like Steve can place his birthdate—it’s never polite to
directly ask an immortal’s date of birth, and the problem with most
vampires is that they were turned hundreds of years before most
breathers had even been born—somewhere in the 1980s. It’s stupid,
he knows, but he gives a huge sigh of relief: the bloodsucking doesn’t
bother him, but the thought of banging a dude old enough to be his
grandmother should be disturbing, shouldn’t it? Not that it seems
to bother Johanna… “If it makes you any feel any better,” he says,
“Sofu—my grandfather—still can’t figure out how to tune a radio. He’s
also controlling enough Chichi vowed that he wouldn’t return to Ni—
Japan until he was dead, and he doesn’t have the excuse of being five
hundred years old.” Telling himself that reluctance is pointless, he takes
the offered hand. “Steve Nakamura, and, no, I probably shouldn’t have
been named Akira or Hiro or ... something. Don’t ask me to write my
last name in kanji, either. I failed high school Japanese.”
Abe laughs. He has a firm, but not crushing, handshake, and he’s
apparently more than content to let his grip linger.
Shouldn’t this be a little more difficult?
“If you don’t mind my asking, what was it like growing up with a
vampiric great-aunt?”
Abe’s smile, for all that his lips have that cyanotic, bloodless quality,
is quite appealing; amusement almost negates the fish-like quality of
his dead eyes. “You know all the ‘back in my day things were so much
better because we conveniently forget that people died of chicken pox
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and anyone who was not a white cishet man had no rights’ stories? I
swear, every time she tells me that life was simpler in the 1800s, I want
to beat her over the head with the collected works of Oscar Wilde—
except my phone isn’t going to hurt her.” His smile broadens. “One
time my cousin Valentine sat down with his Famous Five books, read
out half-a-dozen passages describing George, and told Lizzie that if this
is how a white breather trans boy is treated in the 1940s, how can she
dare say to his face that life was better way back when? It silenced her
for about, oh, half an hour.”
Oh, he knows those tales, all right. Sofu pulls one out every time he
asks one of Steve’s aunts to get him on Skype, apparently oblivious to
the fact that the technology he despises is the only thing that enables
him to chat with his son and daughter-in-law in Australia. “When
I was young, it was a time-honoured occupation to look after one’s
grandparents and honour one’s ancestors, and all we ever ate was rice
and seaweed, and we were so much the better for it … compared to
today’s wild, spoilt and disrespectful youth? Who run off to Australia
and shack up with blonde broads?” He grimaces. “My best mate’s girl
lived in a hut in the bush for about a hundred and fifty years because
when she died, it was fucking law to dismember and burn all zombies
on sight. Sure, shit was so civilised then!”
“Times a factor of about a hundred for all the extra years she’s lived,
of course.” Abe shrugs, still grinning. “It scares me stupid to think that
one day, I’ll be doing that to my sister’s great-great-great grandchildren
while they sit there, roll their eyes, and later talk about me to some
stranger they meet in a gay bar ... if they have gay bars, then.”
Along with age, Steve learnt in prep—before he learnt how to write
his own name—never to ask a vampire how they were turned: it is
just good manners, quite aside from not really being anyone’s business.
Steve can’t help a little curiosity, though: Abe’s assumed age suggests a
recent turning. Perhaps while he was at university? Did his aunt turn
him? At least his family are comfortable around vampires, when most
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humans aren’t—which is probably why he chose to be turned in the
first place, come to think of it.
It occurs to him that there’s something quite racist and lifeist, if not
also homophobic, in the nature of Jack’s dare. One thing to have a bit
of fun with ferals, given that they’ve lost everything that defines them
as human—something Steve never much likes to think about, given
his carrier status—but it’s somewhat another to make vampires into an
object like that, even if the vampires don’t treat the tourists a whole lot
better. Then again, how often has he really gotten to talk to a vampire?
His neighbours are the Johnstons, a pair of cheerful and utterly-normal
zombies, and he’s served plenty of vampires, fae and zombies at the
bookstore, but they don’t really hang around with breathers. Steve, at
least when he’s home from university, spends his weekends fishing and
zombie hunting with Phil, Jack, Johanna and Izzy, and while he’s had
plenty of discussions with the zombie-head Benjamina Bakersfield and
the vampire surfing-instructor Henry down on the beach, most of his
time is spent with humans. Breathers.
He wouldn’t have met Izzy if not for Johanna’s dare, two years ago—
and would the town have gossiped so much about Johanna’s zombie
girlfriend if there weren’t that division between the breather tourists
obsessed with the novelty and the breather locals who lived and worked
with vampires, zombies and fae, but still somehow kept to themselves
while laughing at the tourists and the vampires?
For Steve, Jack’s dare isn’t very funny, but it occurs to him that it’s
not-so-hilarious for a whole heap of other reasons as well.
“In a space station somewhere because we’ve blown up the Earth,
probably,” Steve says, an instant too late. What does he do, then? Go
through with it anyway?
“Or zombies took over, if the media has anything to say about it.”
“You mean like Brooks?” Steve snorts as Abe nods. “Never going
to happen. There aren’t enough of them. We humans will fuck up the
world long before the fucking zombies get to it. People forget that,
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though. It’s the stupid bullshit ACPIZ pulls—which does fuck all
for the hard-working zombies out there who need the basic right of
having their existence legitimised and protected—by pretending they
actually care about sapient zombie welfare, despite protesting deathside
dismemberment by claiming that zombies find it offensive. They
blame everything on the fucking zombies, you see. Then get everybody
trembling in their boots about the hordes of feral zombies at the same
time—fuck, I wonder why sapient zombies get run out of town, right?
Meanwhile your conservatives are too busy being scared and refuse to
pass legislation because they reckon that means the mindless murderers
will be running government and the zombies will take over the fucking
world. Never mind that the only reason zombies ever want to do that
is because breathers treat zombies and carriers like fucking shit. It’s not
like the difference between ferals and sapients isn’t obvious. A test would
do it. Then my mate’s girl and my neighbours can have the rights we
all take for granted, and ferals can still be shot on sight the way every
fucking sapient zombie would prefer because they get torn apart by
fucking ferals like the rest of us—”
He stops, only because he realises a moment too late that Abe has
allowed him to talk for more than five sentences before groaning,
rolling his eyes, slapping Steve with a newspaper or fishing rod, and
interrupting in order to call Steve a Sydney socialist wanker and change
the topic of discussion to snapper.
“Sorry. Nobody lets me fucking talk, so…”
Abe raises both eyebrows, but there’s nothing mocking in his smile.
“So what do you do, then?”
“Journalism with a minor in Political Science—I’m starting my
third year next year. Just back for the summer.” Steve blinks, surprised.
Nobody Steve knows, besides Johanna—as long as Steve returns the
favour with regards Port Carmila’s history—is interested in listening
to him talk about the politics of sentient awareness. Whether revolvers
with big-game shells or semi-automatic handguns are more useful in
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terms of efficiency versus practicality in taking down ferals, yes, but
not politics. The Johnsons are great people despite being dead and the
ferals need to be shot, dismembered and frozen, duh, and why are they
even discussing this when it is so fucking obvious? “And I probably just
bored you.”
Abe shakes his head. “Do you know what most people talk about
around here?”
“Fishing, footy, water polo, undead soccer, fishing, feral plagues,
fishing and how much the city sucks?” Steve grins. “There wasn’t a
reason why I chose to go to uni as far away as I could get, no. Not at
all.”
“You forgot fishing.” Abe’s lips curl up into a broad grin and he
jerks an elbow in Jack’s direction; Steve can’t help a laugh. “Don’t get
me wrong. I love working and living in a place where nobody stares at
me, where I can drink blood in the office and no one complains to the
boss—hell, where I can be employed without someone thinking up a
reason to hire the breather without it sounding like discrimination—
but at times, well.”
He doesn’t finish the sentence, but Steve understands. It’s nice to be
in the company of someone who doesn’t think you’re an overeducated
douche and listens to what you say, and that realisation makes his
stomach twist in ways that have nothing to do with Adam Swanston
and small-town gossip. He sits there for a moment, glancing towards
the half-full shot glass. Abe’s a nice guy. He deserves to find someone
interesting, but more than that, he deserves to find someone that isn’t
going to use him and lead him on for the matter of a dare. He deserves
someone who is actually interested in him.
He deserves someone who isn’t scared of the thought of what people
are going to say.
He wonders if gay vampire town planners have it harder or easier
than not-so-gay breathers in high school.
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Johanna seems to deal with the gossip about her and Izzy, enough
that they’re out there tonight, whirling across the floor; it doesn’t seem
to be enough, whatever it is, to keep Swanston away from Feeders, even
if it makes him the most flaming of all flaming hypocrites.
Maybe it matters, for Johanna, that she and Izzy have always got
somewhere to go where people don’t stare and mutter—her family, her
friends, her job.
He wonders why it never occurred to him to ask her.
“Look.” He meets Abe’s fish-like eyes, decided—although that too
feels a little odd. Steve has spent the last few years chatting up girls,
sometimes with the sole intention of getting laid, and while he doesn’t
lie, he has omitted a few things here and there when he thought he
needed to. There’s a good chance a few of those girls thought or hoped
he wanted something more, and sometimes he knew that for sure—at
least until he admitted his carrier status, anyway. Then, of course, he
got to watch it all fall apart: admitting it straight up only meant he
didn’t get to have fun flirting first, and after enough refusals it became
easy not to care—or throw himself into dating and fucking those few
girls who didn’t. Emma the topless tightrope walker, for one. Emma,
who even got on Steve’s nerves, once the novelty of shocking Chichi
wore off.
“Yes?” Abe raises his eyebrows and looks at Steve with rather a
confused expression. “Is something wrong?”
Maybe it doesn’t matter what Swanston thinks, what Port Carmila
thinks, what Jack and Phil think; maybe it really doesn’t matter if he
does spend a night with a pretty-boy vampire who lets him talk politics.
Swanston, clearly, is all kinds of fucked-up—what kind of sad selfloathing does it take for a gay man to spend a year harassing another
guy for the same perceived crime? The perfect sound-system is riding
on this, after all, and Abe seems a little interested in him. It should have
been easy, and yet Steve can’t help the feeling that he’s about to treat
Abe the same way he himself has been treated over the past few years.
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That, in fact, there’s nothing at all okay about Jack’s dare at all, and Abe
is too good a person to use that way.
“There’s something I have to tell you,” Steve says, “before you get
any wrong ideas about, well, me.” He grimaces. “You see, it’s my
birthday…”
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3: Attraction

Nothing good has ever started with “There’s something I have
to tell you”, in Abe’s opinion—after all, he heard those words, or
something awfully close to them, far too often in the hospital. Abe
winces and nods, wondering what the problem is. There are a lot of
them, after all, and Great-Aunt Elizabeth-Not-Lizzie-Thank-You-VeryMuch spent the day of his turning listing them all, advising him at the
end to stick to immortals or a life spent single and annoying his sister’s
descendants—something she likes to rehash once every six months or
so. Does he want to spend five hundred years moping after his flash-inthe-pan mortal lover the way her brother did? Because throwing one’s
self into the blast zone of a nuclear bomb isn’t a guaranteed suicide!
There are many ways breathers have dealt with vampires over the
years—at least until Britain started transporting theirs to Australia—and
most of them involve something similar to a immobile, dismembered,
conscious vampire chained at the bottom of the ocean. It’s more than
the stuff of nightmares, save that Abe does not and cannot sleep, and
it’s easily enough to have him sitting in the lounge room at 3 AM
with Aristophanes’s The Frogs in one hand and a glass in the other,
wondering whether or not he chose right in an immortal, difficult-toend life over death.
One day, after all, he’s going to run out of books to read.
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He can understand why a human might want nothing to do with
a vampire—the blood requirement, after all, is no small amount
disturbing—or why Steve might like talking to him, but, at the end of
the day, prefer the company of someone human. Someone attractive,
someone with a heartbeat, someone who won’t stay eternally eighteen.
Steve seems smart enough to be able to think that sort of thing through
and decide it’s better not to deal with it. He’ll be right, and Abe hasn’t
come here to look at humans. He shouldn’t have even looked at Steve
when he made that comment about Ares and Abe’s co-worker, save that
Abe is tired of the snooty, self-absorbed preening going on at the other
end of the bar. He shouldn’t have kept on talking, save that Steve is
interesting and cute—and Abe is tired of sitting here alone.
Cute. Not handsome, no, but, despite the excess of hair gel holding
a forest of spikes in place and a smile too broad to be truly attractive,
he knows how to rock a blazer and a red T-shirt tight enough that when
he turns towards the bar Abe can see the outline of a ring through his
right nipple. He sits, legs swinging, head nodding in time to the music,
entirely unselfconscious about either, and it’s so hard for Abe not to
wonder what that seeming of relaxed ease might look like in bed—or if
he’ll still look as relaxed once Abe mentions what cis male vampires do
to enable sex in the first place.
Great-Aunt-Never-Aunty Lizzie would be screaming, if she weren’t
on the other side of the country plaguing her breathing relatives. What
if Steve doesn’t want to be turned, like most sensible humans? What
if he waited until he was near death to turn, and Abe was stuck with
a partner of eighty until the world ended? Most sensible humans and
vampires are quick to argue against any seeming benefit of becoming
undead, and that is if one has a choice. How can it not end but badly?
When Steve tells a story about a series of dares, a sound system
and Steve’s heterosexuality, Abe tries to tell himself that it’s all for the
best. It really is. He’s human. Great-Aunty Lizzie will do her head
if she finds Abe dating a breather, and it’s not like it’ll stay a secret.
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Valentine will find out and blab it all over Facebook, never mind that
Valentine himself has dated a score of vampires, fae and merfolk of all
genders—but Valentine is a breather. Does Abe really want to deal with
a vengeful matriarch, his sire, coming down to Port Carmila to teach
him the error of his ways?
It took him three months to talk her into leaving the last time she
came visiting.
“I’m sorry,” Steve says, and his button nose and dark brown eyes
lend the expression so much genuine sorrow Abe can’t help but believe
him. “I’ve been kind of leading you on, and that whole dare is a shitty
thing to do anyway.” He slides off the bar stool and stands up. “I’ll go.
Home, I mean. I’m not feeling comfortable doing this anymore.”
Steve glances over at the two awkward-looking guys sitting at a table
by the door, shuffling a little closer to each other every time someone
looks as if they are going to approach. A few do: anyone with even
half a brain—for some of the zombies, literally—knows that they are
as straight as they come, but the fun lies in listening to them try and
explain that they aren’t interested. How much longer they can stand?
Not long. Well, Steve doesn’t actually have to sleep with a gay vampire
if he doesn’t want; he really just has to be seen getting close enough to
one that the sex is a believable lie. A bit of kissing, a bit of dancing,
done. His friends can go to the Broken Post, and Steve can go home
and, in the morning, claim his birthday present. Isn’t it a whole bit
wrong he has to jump through so many hoops just to get something
anyone, anywhere else in Australia, would get just by waking up in the
morning?
“Wait.” Abe’s not sure why the words spill from his mouth given
what Steve just said. He’s not wrong. Fucking a vampire for a dare? It
sounds the reverse of all the horrible things Great-Aunty Lizzie says,
in point of fact, yet given everything Abe has just been thinking, it’s
hard to get truly angry at someone flung into a most uncomfortable
situation by his best friend—especially when vampires find it hard to
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resist breathers for similarly-objectifying reasons. Steve came over here
and started talking like someone who wanted to chat a guy up and got
side-tracked: there’s nothing in his manner that suggests a straight guy
stranded in a gay bar. If he is prepared to go through with the dare, or
was until he started feeling guilty about the notion, that means a tiny,
slight chance he’ll think about it, right? “It’s okay. I’ll do it for you, if
you want. We can kiss and dance for a bit. Then you can go home.
They won’t know differently.”
Great-Aunty Lizzie would be screeching, but so would every gay
and bisexual man Abe has ever known: what good is it to dance with a
straight guy? Because he’s hoping that Steve isn’t quite as straight as he
thinks, and doesn’t Abe know that’s a desperate, delusional hope?
Maybe it doesn’t have to be about romance. Abe doesn’t have so
many friends in Port Carmila—even his co-workers abandon him at
the bar to drool over a fae, and he doesn’t even like Swanston as much
as they’re both gay in a straight-leaning town. Steve seems to be more
than capable of interesting conversations. Why not?
Steve sits down and stares at him, his eyebrows raised, his lips parted.
“You seem interesting and I don’t have many friends,” Abe says, well
aware of just how damn pathetic he sounds. “I’d like to be your friend,
and friends should help each other out. Not dares.”
For a moment something tense and otherwise indecipherable flickers
across Steve’s face, and Abe thinks he’s about to hear a straight guy
tell him he’d really rather not—but then Steve flashes Abe a beaming,
adorable grin. “You’re willing to do that?”
Abe’s thoughts about friendship fly straight out of his head: no, Abe
doesn’t want to befriend him. Abe wants to nail him, even if the wanting,
post-turning, is more of an intellectual exercise than a hormonal one.
He just nods, though, and tries so very hard to not think about nailing
the short, cute man swinging his legs on the bar stool.
“Mate. You bloody rock!” Steve pauses and shakes his head. “It’s
not like you think. When Jack spent his days doing nothing but fish I
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dragged him home to his dad and yelled at them both until Jack agreed
to go his GP. He did the same to me almost a year later, after I got
bitten. It’s just … well, Port Carmila’s a weird fucking place.” He stops,
looks across at Adam Swanston, grimaces, draws a breath. “Ready?”
He’s still not sure that a good friend would dare another friend to
do something like fuck a gay vampire, but Abe nods. “If you’re not
comfortable, we don’t have to.”
He called me a fag and a cocksucker, Steve said. Abe missed the horrors
of being gay in high school largely thanks to cancer and the hours in
hospital or off school at home, and now nobody is going to say anything
about Abe’s sexuality to a vampire’s face if indeed there is anything to
say that is not overshadowed by his new-found blood requirement. In
that small respect Abe may have gotten off lightly, but Steve could have
good reasons to not add fuel to the dying embers.
Steve shrugs in a short dip of the shoulders. He has that comfortable
sense of ordinariness about him, cute in the way of a next-doorneighbour, but not so handsome that Abe feels way out his league.
Approachable. While Abe has the feeling Steve would prefer not to
hear it, the fact he looks like a Tokyo schoolboy only helps his case.
He must have had men approach him before?
“If we don’t do anything more interesting than talk soon, we’re
going to have those two fucks come over, attempt some ear-burning
witticism, try to get us dancing, and then bore us all by talking about
snapper or something. I reckon you’re more comfortable than that.”
Steve turns in his chair, one hand drifting across the space between
them to rest on Abe’s thigh. As if he knows just what kind of effect
that gesture has, Steve runs his fingernails over the inner seam of Abe’s
jeans, drifting up towards Abe’s groin, and for all that Abe has lost a
fair amount of sensation to death, his skin tingles when Steve stops just
short of Abe’s balls. “Do your lips taste like blood? Or just cherry chap
stick?”
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“What are you—what?” The incredulity isn’t helped by the fact that
Steve leaves his hand—his burning, hot-blooded hand—one wrong
move from contact. Abe just has to slide forwards, and then Steve’s
hand will brush his cock, and how glorious will that feel? Sometimes
the decreased level of hormones really doesn’t matter: the touch of a
breather is as heady, just for different reasons, as a man’s touch when
Abe still breathed. He’s not physically aroused, and can’t be, but the
thought of those warm, pulsing, living fingers touching him in any
vaguely-intimate fashion leaves him wanting almost as much as he did
when alive.
Sex, with a vampire, feels like a mockery, a mimicry lacking all the
desperation and biological drive, a child’s playacting of a concept he
can’t understand. Repetition without meaning. Sex with a breather, a
man with a beating heart and panting breaths, feels like stepping back
into the skin of a life Abe was denied at too-young an age. It’s just as
addictive and compelling as sex used to be, which is why vampires
come to Feeders, chase tourists, seek out the living—they’re desperate,
one and all, for the leeches they laugh at. Not for their blood: their
breath.
For a moment all Abe wants is to bundle Steve into his car, take him
home and feel Steve’s warm exhalations on his cold skin.
He almost, almost reaches out to grab Steve’s shoulders and pull him
close; Abe jerks his hands and grabs hold of the seat of his chair. No.
It’s not going to happen. It’s never going to happen. Steve is straight,
and Abe doesn’t need to scare away the one interesting person in Port
Carmila by acting like an oversexed teenager. “What the fuck are you
doing?”
Steve’s eyes never glance away from Abe’s face. “Flirting?”
“But you—but you’ve never done this before! You’re straight!”
Straight and inexperienced with men and possibly vampires: he should
be awkward, reluctant, shuddering at the thought of getting his hand
anywhere near Abe’s cock, not going straight for the bullseye with a
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confidence that is going to drive Abe crazy because it isn’t real! Why
does a man who isn’t at all sexually interested in him have to act like a
man that wants Abe to take him back to his house and fuck him—or
fuck Abe—senseless?
“I don’t think there’s that much difference, really.” Steve shrugs and
angles his head up at Abe. “Most things a girl likes, I reckon, a guy is
probably going to like well enough, at least to start with. Skin’s skin.”
It seems, to Abe, to be a sure sign of the cruelty of the universe that
this man is apparently heterosexual, for all that he doesn’t sound it.
What is Abe supposed to do, then? Does he lean in and touch Steve? Is
that too much for him? How is Abe to know when Steve refuses to act
like any ordinary straight man? What is Abe supposed to do other than
sit there and desperately want someone he can’t have?
Steve doesn’t wait for an answer. He leans up and in, sliding his
other hand around the back of Abe’s neck, guiding his head just a little
until their lips meet in a soft, slightly-chaste kiss.
He can feel, even not quite touching him, the blood pulsing through
Steve’s neck and throat, and just the thought is so heady and even
frightening Abe pulls his head back, afraid he’ll too-easily grab Steve,
haul him onto his lap and never let him go. Steve lets him move, but
leaves his hand on Abe’s thigh, and Abe wonders if there is anything in
the world ever so good as kissing somebody living and breathing and
warm. No, there can’t be. Can’t be. “I … I thought I … how do you,
I mean…”
Steve runs the very tip of his tongue over his lips. If the chill of Abe’s
skin bothers him, it doesn’t seem to show, although gestures that leave
Abe wondering just what Steve would look like on his knees with that
hot tongue running over Abe’s cock have to be illegal. Or, at the very
least, unfair. He’s straight. Steve is straight. He and Abe are kissing for
the sake of the two fishermen in the corner by the steps and no other
reason. Steve isn’t attracted to Abe even if Abe is half jumping out of
his own skin.
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“No offense, Abe, but I think I know a little bit more about seduction
than you do.”
He would have said none taken, but Steve’s lips brush against his
own and somehow Abe finds himself with one hand resting on top of
Steve’s, kissing him back as if devouring him is a distinct possibility,
only keeping the distance between them through sheer force of will.
For a moment, as he lets his tongue trail over Steve’s and glories in the
now-strange warmth of his mouth, he wonders what Steve might taste
like, before and after sex. Will he mind if Abe makes a little cut and
sips that warm, salty blood? No biting, no fangs, none of the horrible
wounds made by the human-shaped mouth that in no way resemble
the puncture marks in stories: biting is for the release of venom that
turns a breather into a fellow walking, blood-devouring corpse. Not
that. Just a sip from a cut, a taste of blood not tainted by plastic and
anticoagulants and a day or two in the fridge. A taste of blood cut with
serotonin, dopamine and oxytocin, the difference between the water
one gulps to stay hydrated and the fine wine one tastes of an evening.
Will he mind that kind of sex?
“The fuck?” Steve jerks back onto his chair, his eyes wide, his tongue
running over his lips. “Abe, what was that?”
Shit. Shit, shit, shit! What the hell made Abe think it is okay to kiss
a straight breather guy like that? Steve isn’t a leech who knows what he’s
getting into! “I’m sorry. I’m so sorry. I didn’t mean—I forgot. I’ll stop.
Steve, I’m so sorry. I won’t do that again. I—”
“Abe? Chill, right?” Steve grins and jerks his elbow in the direction of
his friends by the door, both of whom have jaws hanging wide enough
to catch a swarm of flies. Whatever saw them to dare Steve to fuck a gay
vampire, they don’t seem to have expected Steve to go about the kissing
with quite that much enthusiasm. The white blond rolls his eyes and
slips the other a twenty-dollar note; the black man in the flanno shirt
grins and tucks it in his pocket. “We’re cool on that. I don’t quite know
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how to put it, and I’m sorry if this is going to offend you, but your
mouth tasted weird, just then.”
The depth of Abe’s relief startles him so much that he sighs, more out
of habit rather than any need for oxygen. Force of habit, at least when
it comes to breathing, is a hard beast to conquer. “Bad?” He brushed
his teeth before going out, so it shouldn’t be the blood. Shouldn’t be.
In his childhood, though, Abe never failed to notice a particular tang
on Lizzie’s breath and skin; the fear of being the same has made him
even more particular about hygiene post-death. What if he smells like a
slaughterhouse and his co-workers don’t say anything because nobody
knows how to bring up such an awkward topic?
“Kind of like chicken salt.” Steve shakes his head and wraps one
arm around Abe’s shoulders, waving with the other arm as his friends
apparently declare the dare won and head, far too quickly, up the
steps—although the fisherman in flanno holds his phone out towards
Steve and taps his fingers on the screen as he leaves. “Not bad, but it
was there all of a sudden, and that was weird. Sorry.”
Abe leans closer to him, rather enjoying the warmth of a breather
against his body while he ponders the best way of explaining a taste
to which he is now so accustomed he doesn’t even notice it. “Venom,
probably.” He pauses but can’t find a non-frightening way of putting
it. “Most of us tend to release a little when we ... um, well, get excited?
The one thing the media kind of, well, gets right with the, uh, bitingas-sex-metaphor.”
Steve raises both eyebrows, but, like a true native of Port Carmila,
doesn’t freak over the prospect. “As long as it’s not enough to turn me,
we’re good. Sorry. I just—well, the other time I kissed a vampire, the
taste wasn’t nearly as strong.” A strange expression crosses Steve’s face
before he breaks into another grin. “We were in Grade Two and one of
the teachers caught us. I don’t even remember why we were doing it,
actually, just that the teacher was pissed. Don’t worry—it wasn’t actually
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paedophilia, because the vampire had only been about six-months
turned.”
The absurd hope that flowers from Steve’s words is almost enough
to make a dead heart beat. Abe doesn’t know every vampire in Port
Carmila, true, but people don’t tend to forget the rare child-turned
vampire or zombie, if only because it’s good for the locals to know that
the eight-year-old kissing an eighteen-year-old is in this one instance
a perfectly legitimate expression of sexuality. Abe’s fairly sure, though,
that the only child-bodied adult vampire of Steve’s age is in fact one
Shane Pike—and very much not a girl.
Of course, whoever Steve kisses in primary school has no real bearing
on his sexuality as an adult. Right?
“Not even close,” Abe says once he realises that Steve has raised both
eyebrows at him. “I’ll, uh, have to actually bite you to do that.” Abe
meets Steve’s eyes, both as an attempt to make sure he understands and
because he likes looking at Steve’s face. “It’s like a bee sting—only toxic,
for most people, in large-enough doses.”
“Good to know.”
“I mean, some people can be all—” Abe stops only because Steve
leans in and presses his lips to Abe’s in a slow, leisurely kiss, and then
Abe doesn’t care about anything but the fact that Steve runs the tip of
his tongue over Abe’s teeth and fangs. Nothing but the warmth of his
breath and saliva, the flood of much-cooler venom over Abe’s tongue
and the realisation that doesn’t stop Steve at all, and before Abe’s
thought about what he should and shouldn’t be doing with a straight
man who’s probably just kissing Abe so his dancing friends can confirm
the dare, he’s sliding his tongue between Steve’s teeth and deepening
the kiss. Steve drags his chair closer with a hip-rocking thrust, his chest
only centimetres from Abe’s own, his heart beating just a little faster.
What would he taste, now, if he let a drop of Steve’s blood roll over his
tongue?
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If Abe feels as though he’s drowning in blood-warm, hair-gel-scented
bathwater, he can’t think of a better way to go.
Steve pulls back, panting, but his grin is fearless. “Want to dance?”
Dance? He wants to sit there all night and breathe in this can’t-bestraight man, but Steve is already jumping off his chair, so Abe nods,
not caring that he’s not really a dancer if it means he gets to be anywhere
close to Steve. “Uh, sure?”
Steve shrugs off his blazer, gives Abe and the world a very good view
of the chest under that thin layer of T-shirt, swipes one hand at his eyes,
and leads the way to an empty spot on the floor, already swaying with
a confident grace. After one moment Abe doesn’t care about his own
dancing ability or the fact they’re no longer kissing: Steve dancing is
an eternal torment put on this earth to drive people crazy. He doesn’t
follow the beat of the music, but Steve doesn’t so much dance as flirt—
he knows how to hook Abe with just a glance, how to bend and flex his
body so that even a vampire can’t help but ponder tearing off his clothes
and throwing him over the closest object. He dances around Abe, slides
in and out of his reach, twists and turns so that Abe can admire the
entirety of his lithe body, teases with just a brush of fingertips over
a shirtsleeve or half-shut, winking eyes, indifferent to anyone in the
room but Abe.
His blood and breath sound amongst a song of passion-fuelled
heartbeats, one note in an intoxicating chorus of life. The two girls
Steve spoke to before approaching the bar—the butch breather and the
antique zombie, one with an excited pulse, the other a strange sense
of nothing to Abe’s blood-honed senses—grab each other and collapse
in a burst of strange, absurd giggles before slapping each other’s hands
and reaching for their phones even as they dance. Ares raises his head,
just for a moment, and stares at Steve, his blood thick and cool and
lacking the precise combination of hormones that makes human life an
intoxicating feast. Adam Swanston stares at Steve, stares at Abe, stares
at them both as though he can’t believe what he’s seeing.
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Steve’s eyes, though, never drift away from Abe’s—not even when
he throws out his right arm and shoots Swanston the finger before
grabbing Abe’s hand and twirling into his arm.
Abe is his sole focus of interest in that room, and he can’t imagine
why, but he doesn’t care. He just tries to keep up, and in this, at least, a
vampire body is ideal: he can dance, with enough blood, until the end of
time itself, and why not? Abe is never quite sure how long they dance—
two songs? Three? More?—before the temptation is too much to resist.
Abe places his hands on Steve’s hips and tugs him closer, Steve’s hot
skin pressed against his, groin brushing against groin. Steve’s breaths
are heavy against his ear, growing heavier as Abe pulls him as close as he
dares, as close as two men can be in a gay club and not be fucking, and
it is as wonderful as Abe ever imagined, so wonderful he finds himself
following Steve’s lead without a thought for anyone watching, rocking
and grinding with gleeful, amazing abandon—
Steve jerks away, shaking his head.
Abe stumbles, lets go, stares.
Steve’s eyes are wide in the reddish-black lighting; he rubs one hand
against his cheekbone. Like every other breather on the floor, sweat
beads on a flushed face, but there’s something in his expression Abe
can only read as terror, and he doesn’t understand why. “Can’t ... can’t
... back in a sec...”
Abe is too taken aback to know what to say or do, but Steve doesn’t
wait for a response: he tears out of Abe’s arms and towards the door,
leaving Abe—and most of the club—staring after him.
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4: Breath

Just like that, the moment—and the hope—is shattered. Idiot! How
can Abe be so fucking stupid? Steve has guts and balls and is a natural
flirt besides, but that doesn’t mean he’s prepared to be jammed up
against a gay vampire who might as well be poking his cock into Steve’s
hip. He might not be aware of just how much he flirts or how attractive
he is, for that matter; he might not expect a man to be as entranced as a
woman by his moves. How can he be in any way prepared? Abe swears—
he only vaguely notices that everyone else close by, everyone that is not
the cackling Adam Swanston, gives him sympathetic looks—and heads
up the steps for the door. He’ll apologise. Steve seems interested as a
friend, and if Abe hasn’t completely scared him off ... well, he’ll have to
settle for that. They barely know each other, after all, and maybe once
they get to know each other better, maybe once Steve gets used to the
idea, he might find Abe interesting in that way in return. Steve kissed
him, after all, and Abe didn’t feel any reluctance in that kiss.
Maybe, just maybe, there’s something worth salvaging.
The salt-tinged air is much colder out on the street. Louis, king of
the fang, waves at Abe as he passes the bouncers, but Abe tosses a hand
in his direction and scans the street for a flash of red. No, nothing:
just a few girls in miniskirts and heels heading up the road towards the
Broken Post—and then he sees a shadow slumped by the edge of the
building, facing the crossroad to the breakwater.
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He expected, maybe, to find Steve getting a breath, talking on the
phone, texting, heading down the road after his friends.
Abe runs, his feet slamming against the concrete footpath in a way
that would have caused stress fractures had he been human—and still
does, as a vampire. Tissue tears, accompanied with spikes of pain he
ignores: vampirism doesn’t wholly dull pain, but at long last Abe has
learned to accept it as something that no longer indicates damage, the
signals of a nervous system that doesn’t realise its messages are irrelevant
and outdated. There’s no answering spike of adrenaline: his fear is
strange, intellectual, unwedded to the body in which he dwells. A glass
of blood and it doesn’t matter: the damage vanishes as if it never existed.
He will outlast breathers because he can push his body beyond
human endurance, but Valentine will always beat him in a sprint,
always punch him in the face before Abe can finish bringing up a hand
to defend himself—because Valentine’s body is a glorious cocktail of
irisin and testosterone and sundry other hormonal and nervous system
responses that make him move and think more quickly than he can
when not aroused, responses that are muted in Abe’s undead body.
He spins around the corner and comes to a staggering halt with
enough force to tear the ligaments in his ankles and knees.
Steve half lies, half sits on the ground, his one hand clenched around
the front of his T-shirt, the other around his smartphone. He doesn’t
tap the screen; he just holds the phone, all the while breathing heavily,
unevenly, like a guy that had just been winded and couldn’t fill his
lungs.
The street is much brighter than the dance floor, lit by traffic lights
and the streetlights above, and under the fall of the steady, yellow
light, what looked like the human flush of exertion in the club seems a
mottled, reddish rash spread over his face, neck and forearms.
For a second Abe just stares.
“It’s okay,” he says without thinking. “Steve, it’s okay.” He crouches
down beside him and takes Steve’s phone-holding hand in his right,
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scrambling at his jeans pockets with the other hand, but he finds
nothing more than the bulky leather outline of a wallet. No pouch at
his belt. A brush over his legs finds nothing hidden under his jeans.
Abe almost swears, but then he notices the way Steve’s red T-shirt rides
up the back, and, without apologising for the manhandling, he reaches
underneath and tugs free a small leather holster.
“Zombie?” Steve says in a choking rasp, his brow furrowed, but he
turns his head to look over Abe’s shoulder. “Where?”
Abe lowers the thing to the ground in hands that almost shake. The
idiot goes to a club with a fucking handgun—and he’s not going to think
about dancing with an armed man at all—but doesn’t think to take his
fucking meds? Is there a brain at all inside that cute head? “Steve. Do
you have an inhaler? An EpiPen? Any medicine you take for asthma or
allergies?”
The blazer, maybe, lying tossed over the chair at the bar. Isn’t he
supposed to not stash things in the pockets of removable clothes just to
avoid this problem?
Steve jerks his head upright before slumping further to the ground.
His eyelids flutter closed for a moment before opening them again. Is
it a trick of the light, or does his face seem swollen? “I ... I’m not...” His
eyes widen further, but whatever he would have said is lost in a struggle
for air, his limbs and hands as tense as strung fencing wire. His breaths
come in and out in a series of frantic, panicked whistles, and he can
scarcely manage the next two words: “I ... don’t...”
Whether he means he’s forgotten or he doesn’t own anything of the
sort is a moot point.
Abe plucks the phone out of Steve’s right hand and dials.
“Port Carmila Emergency—oh, hi, Steve. What is it, where are you
and were you hunting it?” A warm, grandmotherly voice speaks on the
other end of the line. “I thought you were supposed to be celebrating
your birthday? I gave Jack fifty dollars, you know.”
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Abe is so taken aback he checks to make sure he dialled the correct
number, but, yes, Port Carmila’s Emergency Services switchboard
apparently not only recognise Steve’s phone number but are used enough
to him calling that they can treat it like a casual fucking conversation!
Hunting it? “Um. No. I’m Abe Browning, we’re at Feeders on the corner
of Bay Road and Main, and we need an ambulance—”
“Can you tell me about the zombies, dear? Are they temporarily
secured? Do you need reinforcements?”
Steve, Steve with his spikes and his blazer and his politics and
his flirting, is a zombie hunter? Abe thought Port Carmila’s zombie
hunters looked like—well, like Steve’s friends, maybe, or the armed,
vodka-shot-swilling cargo-pant-clad locals who hang out at the Serif ’s
Shotgun.
“No zombies,” Abe says, and he draws a breath in a ridiculous attempt
to calm himself, but Steve can hardly breathe at all and stares at him
with eyes that are somehow both wide and swollen all at once. “None.
Anaphylaxis, I think. Steve is struggling to breathe—whistling—and
hives, but I can’t find a—”
“Steve? Steve?” The butch girl tears down the street, Steve’s blazer
over her arm; her zombie girlfriend follows at a much slower pace.
“What the hell did you do to him?”
The terrible switchboard operator says something Abe doesn’t catch.
Steve makes a desperate, gasping grunt, but he can’t seem to get
enough breath to speak.
“We need an ambulance to the corner of Bay and Main,” Abe says
again to the phone, hoping that’s enough to get her to stop talking
and start doing, just as the breather girl reaches behind her back and
unholsters a small black handgun of her own. Abe’s dead heart leaps
into his throat—he fancies it even beats, once or twice—as soon as he
realises what this must look like. A vampire on his knees; a breather
in shock. He drops Steve’s phone and curses fucking Stoker and every
fucking author of every fucking bullshit vampire novel ever written.
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“No! I didn’t—this is an allergy! I didn’t bite him! See? Don’t shoot!” He
jerks his hand at Steve’s neck—although, really, why would he want
to bite anyone’s neck as opposed to a discrete place easily covered by
clothing?—and then at the blazer. “Does he have anything in there—
inhaler, meds, EpiPen?”
The girl, thank heavens, doesn’t waste time on questions. She slips
the safety and slides the handgun into the waistband of her jeans. “He’s
not allergic. I’d know. The only meds he takes is his antidepressant. Did
you ring Emergency?”
Steve jerks his chin, which Abe guesses is confirmation.
He picks up the phone and shoves it up at the girl. “Make sure
they’re sending someone,” he says, trying to think this through. How
far away is the fire and ambulance depot from Bay Road? Yesterday Abe
could have told anyone where all the main facilities of Port Carmila
are located; today he can’t think. How long can Steve wait? Is there
anything here that will help him? There’s cars, the bouncers, the club—
“The club will have a first-aid kit. Get it.” He snaps his fingers at the
zombie as she shambles up and stares down at Steve. “And get the
bouncers, or maybe the bartender—someone there must have done a
first-aid course.” He should have thought of that first, he realises, but
who knew the switchboard operator would be an absolute idiot? “Can
you do that?”
“Aggie! There are no fucking ferals—are you or are you not sending
a fucking ambulance?” The girl rolls her eyes and sits down on the
footpath. “No, Steve was kissing a vampire, which—yes, at Feeders.
Yes. Aggie—no! What do we do now?”
The zombie jerks her head, hitches up her skirts and runs—a fast
shuffle, which Abe knows is a zombie in full sprint—back towards
the steps, only to meet Louis halfway down the block. Good. Abe
looks away and back down at Steve as he pulls off his trenchcoat; he
snaps his fingers and the girl hands him the blazer before hitting the
end-call button on the screen and putting down the phone. He can’t
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remember, now, if anaphylactic shock should be treated in the same
way as hypovolemic shock, but better to play it on the safe side given
that Steve is shivering: elevate feet, keep him warm.
“No point in staying on the line,” the girl says as she unbuttons her
shirt and vest, revealing a plain singlet top underneath. “She just kept
asking if I knew that meant Steve was kissing a vampire at a gay bar.
Anyway, Greg’s coming, Steve. He’ll give you hell because we’ve called
him out for the one dare that’s supposed to be safe, but he’s coming.
Here.”
Steve’s lips, strange in a distorted, misshapen face, creep ever so
slightly upwards.
“We’re just going to cover you up a bit, okay?” Abe glances at the
girl. “Put his feet up on your lap, maybe.” He arranges the trenchcoat
and blazer over Steve’s legs and torso, the shirt and vest under his head,
while she arranges his feet. “Hey. Steve. You’re going to be okay, right?
Someone’s going to be here in, like, two minutes. That’s not long. Even
if you stop breathing right now, you can survive about four minutes
without breathing, so we’ve got ages. I’m just going to cover you up
a bit, okay? Keep you warm.” He takes hold of Steve’s hand and rubs
gentle circles on his palm with his thumb. “We’ve got ages and ages, so
don’t worry.”
It occurs to Abe that, all things given, Steve is giving calm a valiant
shot: he’s not trying to speak and his breath is becoming more congested
and ragged with every moment, but he’s lying still and letting the girl
and Abe do the work, even if there’s nothing relaxed in the rigid set of
his limbs or the panic in his half-swollen eyes.
“This isn’t worse than when the feral did you on the hip,” the girl
says, although she gives Abe a brow-furrowed look. “I mean, at least
we’re on the main drag, right?” She pats Steve’s trenchcoat-covered leg.
“Steve, I’m going to ring Deb, although if she’s in at the cop shop she
might’ve heard already—”
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Steve’s phone vibrates in the girl’s hand as it sounds the chorus from
a shockingly-feminine pop song Abe only knows because of the time he
spent hovering around the iPod dock, in lieu of talking to the people
he didn’t know or the family members he did, at Valentine’s 90s-themed
30th birthday bash: “Under the Water”.
Merril Bainbridge, journalism and a handgun.
He’d want to get to know this contradiction of impressions if Abe
were not the cause of that whistling breath.
The girl doesn’t even blink as she snatches up the phone. “Deb. It’s
Johanna. Aggie says Greg’s on his way.” She pauses, frowns. “No, not
like that—he kissed a vampire. The vampire says—yeah.” She angles
her head and looks at Abe. “Venom?”
The only thing Abe can do is nod. How can it be anything else?
Like a bee sting, Abe said, and that’s the absolute truth in all respects:
annoying for most, potentially lethal for some. Why didn’t he finish
warning Steve? He said he kissed a vampire once, which is worse than
never kissing one at all, so why didn’t Abe stop to think about that
instead of stupid bullshit about the gender of said vampire? Didn’t
Great-Aunty Lizzie include this in her tirade as one of the reasons
vampires should, despite the allure of blood and breath, not indulge
the desire for intimacy with breathers?
“Is this irony?” he asks, not sure what to say but the first thing that
comes to mind, something to give Steve to hold onto—Lizzie did that
for him, when Abe lay dying from the venom sending his body into
shock, the venom that left him gasping in the same way Steve does
now, the venom that damaged and changed every organ in his body.
He died in that bed, his own breaths becoming quick and desperate
as his organs shut down—but it didn’t end there, of course, thanks
to a process medical science still can’t quite explain to any reasonable
satisfaction. He stopped breathing but kept living—in a way, and
Lizzie, his sire, talked him through it, even though Abe can’t remember
what she even said. “I mean, not in a conversational sense—”
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“No, we walked in. I don’t have anything with me.” The girl, Johanna,
sighs. “Too many fucking tourists taking the parking spaces—”
“Breathers, your warmth, your breath—it’s why we want you, and
now that want has you not breathing. I figure if I caused this lack
of breath in pursuit of breath, that’s more than just an unfortunate
event—” He stops only when Johanna, stares at him, her lips apart,
the phone apparently forgotten. “Oh, god, I—shit, ignore that, ignore
that. Steve—it’s your birthday, right? Right. Did your family in Japan—
Soba, you said?—ring you? Do they always ring you—mine don’t stop.
My family, I mean. Or is it like normal families, where they only ring
on birthdays and when somebody’s dy—”
It occurs to Abe, with that awful word half-spoken, there is in fact
something he can do. Bite.
He hears another sound then, just as Louis and Sophie, trailed by
the zombie in hoopskirts, skid to a halt in front of them. A blessed,
wonderful sound. Sirens.
“Greg’s here,” Johanna says to the phone, just as the ambulance
comes to a halt just shy of hitting the traffic light, either a skilful feat of
perfectly-controlled driving or great good luck. She squeezes Steve on
the ankle. “Greg’s here, Deb.”
“I think anaphylaxis,” Abe says as the doors open, not sure anyone
can trust this Aggie to pass that kind of information on. He doesn’t
recognise the paramedics—it occurs to Abe, for all that this is not the
time at all, that he knows remarkably few people even though he’s lived
here a bit over a year—but they seem to recognise Steve and Johanna:
Johanna even waves. “Probably vampire venom. And the girl, Johanna,
said something about—”
“Do not worry. He knows,” the zombie says. She—smelling faintly
of formaldehyde—takes Abe by the shoulders and pulls him up and
aside, well out of the way, leaving space for a curly-haired paramedic to
scoot in on his knees beside Steve. “It will be—”
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“You were supposed to not get yourself hurt, Nakamura!” The
paramedic’s voice—probably that of the oft-mentioned Greg, given the
femininity of his partner, although Abe knows that’s still not enough
on which to make a faultless assumption—is somehow booming,
commanding and utterly relaxed all at the same time. He knows that
easy prattle, talk for the sake of talk; the most ridiculous conversations
in Abe’s life have happened when he was on the wrong end of a needle.
“This will hurt. Don’t wimp out. So, you were supposed to kiss some
boy vampire and have a good fucking time without nearly dying. Can’t
you even get that right?”
He pauses only when Steve makes a sound somewhere between a
low grunt and a breathless shriek, but Abe can’t see what he’s doing, just
the paramedic’s shoulders and Steve’s face—and, oddly enough, for the
first time in Abe’s life he’s glad of it. Ridiculous, truly: the only benefit
of cancer is that Abe developed a strange and horrifying passivity
towards a great deal of things that made his friends and family flinch,
and after death—well, after death those sorts of things matter even less,
save as something with which to while away the long night-time hours.
Academic curiosity: as theoretical as death itself.
He can see it as if it truly happened, overlaid over blue uniforms and
the crowd: Abe’s own fangs piercing denim, sinking into Steve’s thigh,
injecting venom in that euphoric rush that is said to take a vampire
in full bite. Not epinephrine—venom, venom that will kill him, still
him, turn him, make him safe. Abe stumbles backwards until he hits
the brown brick wall—inside, he supposes, people are still dancing as if
nothing at all has changed—and shivers as he stares at the traffic lights,
the people clustered on the other side of the street, the people hanging
around Feeders’ steps. Safe. How can he even think that?
“You’re a fucking wimp, Nakamura. I’m telling Jack. So, you can’t
even fucking just seduce a dude without turning it into a near-death
experience, can you? Have you ever thought about telling this to your
shrink? Now, just relax; you’re going to feel—well, you should fucking
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know, actually, but instead of bouncing around because you just hit
the bottom of the cliff and you feel fucking awesome, lie still. Try and
breathe slowly.”
He feels the rapid beat of Steve’s heart, notable even in a crowd
of mildly-anxious breathers, and Abe wonders what blood tinged
with epinephrine tastes like. Would the presence or lack of the other
chemicals released during—fuck, no, what the fuck is he thinking? He’s
the fucking vampire who almost killed the man he danced with, and
here he is fucking wondering what epinephrine tastes like! What, if not
that, makes him ever more truly a vampire—a monster?
Steve jerks his hand and points his right middle finger at Greg, and
while that should have been a beautiful, wonderful relief, Abe feels
anything but.
“Deb, I think—”
“Give me the phone, Yo.”
Abe looks up just in time to see Johanna pass the phone to the
paramedic.
“Hey, Deb. How you doing? He’s giving me rude gestures, now—
Nakamura, that is not how you flip off the dude that just saved your
skin. Don’t come—ring Akihiko and have him meet you at the ED. I
mean, assuming you’re about to run out on your job and all—funny.
I’ll remember that. Anyway, bring a pen because the hospital pens are
shit…”
Abe turns away. He can go now, he realises: there’s no reason in the
world for him to stay. Steve is alive and looked after, surrounded by
people he knows a whole lot better than just some random vampire he
met at a bar. What can he do but watch like some gawking, morbid
onlooker as the paramedics—Greg with the phone wedged under his
ear, putting paid to everything people ever say about men not multitasking as he chatters away to both this Deb and Steve himself—get
Steve onto a gurney, now half-wrapped in a blanket with his hair
sticking up weirdly at the back?
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“Here.” The zombie taps him on the arm and hands over Abe’s
trenchcoat. “You should not—”
“Izzy? You right to go home?” Johanna ducks around Greg and grabs
the zombie by the shoulders, kisses her on the cheek. She holds Steve’s
handgun in one hand and her shirt in the other. “I’m going in with
him. Moral support. Sensei’s probably going to be weird.”
“Fine.” The zombie turns, grins—a strange smile given the fluidity
of undead skin and tendons—and waves. “I can ring Jack and ask him
to pick you up, yes?”
Abe drapes the trenchcoat over his arm and walks down in the street
in slow, creaking steps. Pain lances down his shins and ankles: it’s going
to take most of the blood in his fridge to restore that kind of damage,
not to mention a few hours spent in bed or on the couch patiently
waiting for the blood to take effect. A few hours spent watching terrible
TV or finishing Fagles’s translation of the Odyssey, no different to every
other night Abe spends at home! What right does he have to complain
about any of it?
“Abe!” The rasping voice doesn’t sound quite like the Steve that spoke
to him at the bar, but the whistle has faded enough that he can speak.
Abe jerks his head to look: Steve sits up on his gurney, for some reason
paying the ambulance and the paramedics very little mind as they load
him into it: he waves his left hand with frantic energy. “Situational
irony is … a reversal of ex—expectations, so … I think—”
There’s no answer to that: what can a killer say to his near-victim
beyond apologies? Abe almost killed Steve—worse, there’s a part of
him that wants to turn him, wants to taste him at the most horrific,
inopportune moment, so it’s something well beyond a forgivable
accident. Abe, for all that he tries so very hard to be as close to the
human he would have been, is a blood-sucking monster, the kind of
monster that thinks about biting a dying man for the joy of turning
him. What apology erases that? Abe just looks down at his feet and
keeps on walking down a street washed with the bright yellow street
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lights, the green and red traffic lights and the blue and red lights of the
ambulance, a street alive with the heartbeats of curious breathers, a
street indifferent to the tragedy that almost occurred. Do the watchers
not realise how crass it is to gawk?
“Nakamura, you will sit back, lie still, put this mask on and shut the
fuck up, or I will let Johanna shoot you.” The scarcity of professionalism
in Greg’s voice should have been shocking, but now it tells Abe that
Steve is looked after by people that care about him, even if they show it
in their own unique way, and that’s all that matters. “And I will enjoy it.”
“Abe? Hey, Abe!”
The slamming of ambulance doors cuts off anything else Steve might
have said. Abe keeps walking, one aching step after another, until he
makes it around the corner; he doesn’t look up as the ambulances passes
him on its way down Main. He keeps going down the street to the
carpark opposite the supermarket, deserted except for a pair of giggling
heterosexual breathers making out in the back of a small sedan and
a white woman wearing the bright yellow safety vest of a registered
hunter on patrol lingering by the parking metre—a standard fixture of
Port Carmila come tourist season.
He pulls out his keys, unlocks his hatchback, gets in and tosses his
trenchcoat onto the passenger seat.
Steve’s blazer slides out from underneath and lands in the footwell.
Abe sits there, staring at the black fabric, and wishes he could still
cry.
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5: Surrender

The advantage to living in a small municipality—compared to
Melbourne, anyway—is that Abe doesn’t expect S. Nakamura to be
listed two dozen times in the phone book, and he’s not wrong. There
is, in fact, only one listing for Port Carmila (a D. and A. Nakamura)
and the address is easy to find: Abe doesn’t have to bother with a map
search to know that 23 Wakeland Drive is close to Port Carmila’s new
cemetery. It couldn’t have been easier to chase Steve up, but once he has
both the number and the address, he dithers even though he has the
absolutely-valid excuse of returning Steve’s blazer. The receptionist at
the hospital told him that Steve had been released early that morning,
and while Abe takes that as an indication that he must be okay, it
gives him another reason to do nothing. After spending all night—the
night of his birthday, and just the thought makes Abe cringe—in the
ED, he must be asleep. Steve won’t want to be disturbed. Abe can ring
tomorrow, or the day after. Possibly never, except for the blazer—but
he can take that back to Feeders. They’ll hold it until Steve comes to
collect it, especially if Abe asks Louis to do him a favour.
It’s not as though there’s any logical reason to chase him up. The bet
is over, Abe feels reasonably certain that Steve isn’t going to go around
kissing vampires in a hurry if ever, and Steve is straight, so what’s the
point? Steve could be wrong about his heterosexuality, but even if he
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is, he’s still unlikely to want a boyfriend, or even just a friend, who can
kill him with a single kiss.
What he owes Steve, perhaps sooner rather than later, is an apology.
A night of sitting on the couch, not-reading, while his feet and legs
healed was more than enough to leave Abe feeling thoroughly shit
about not doing so the night before. It doesn’t matter that it won’t
change anything. If he’s not a monster, he has to apologise.
The memory of wanting to taste Steve’s epinephrine-touched blood
almost inspires nausea—he needs to leave Steve the fuck alone for
Steve’s safety and Abe’s sanity—but he knows what Mum and Dad
will say if he dares ask them … or, at least, he knows what they’d say
if he asked them before he turned, before they began to handball their
opinions to Great-Aunty Lizzie. He knows what Lizzie will say, too, but
how can that be right when everything Abe knows about being a decent
person—vampire, human breather, zombie, whatever—demands an
apology?
It’s a ten-minute drive from Abe’s flat to Steve’s parents’ house,
one that he can only stretch out to fifteen minutes by driving at
school-district speeds. The house, a single-storey red-brick California
bungalow, is situated directly across the road from the new cemetery,
something that strikes Abe as a trifle morbid and a failure of town
planning besides: residential street on one side, cemetery on the other.
Who thought that, in Port Carmila, a good idea?
Three cars fill the driveway: one small sedan, one four-door Land
Cruiser, one rusting Toyota ute covered with peeling bumper stickers.
Abe drives past the house twice before getting up the courage to pull
over. Meeting new people, he tells himself, is a much less daunting task
here than it was at home. Sure, Steve’s family aren’t like to welcome
him in, but he just has to hand over the blazer, say sorry and leave. He
wrote out a card and tucked it in the blazer pocket just in case Steve’s
parents run him off their doorstep. Not even the truth that these people
can’t actually hurt him helps ease the frantic rattling of his thoughts,
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so he sits in his car for a few minutes more, staring over at the front
windows of the house. Perhaps he should just leave. Perhaps he should
get someone else to return Steve’s blazer. Perhaps…
The repeated twitching of the lace curtains at the left-hand window
suggests that someone, at least, knows he is there, and when Abe can
see a face staring at his hatchback, he guesses it’s well past time to grab
the blazer and get out of the car.
The front door opens before he has a chance to knock: a middleaged blonde woman, clad in an oversized polo shirt, jeans and bare
feet, stares at him with raised eyebrows and a too-amused smile. A
military-type combat knife rests in a sheath strapped to her left leg; a
cloth reeking of metal polish hangs in her left hand. That smile isn’t
what Abe expected to see, but he’s not sure that amusement is much
better a response. What did Steve tell his family, anyway? Nothing?
Everything? Enough that if Abe gives his name, they’ll know he’s not
a random stranger off the street? Enough that if he does, Abe will be
legging it for the hatchback?
“Uh, hi,” he says, unable to help the feeling that he’s spent far too
long just staring at the woman in the doorway. “Um. My name’s A—
Abraham—Abe—Browning. I ... um...” He holds out the blazer. “I
wanted to, well, just return—I didn’t mean to take it, it was an accident,
but—”
She furrows her brow, her eyes drifting from Abe’s pinstriped shirt to
his polished shoes. “You’re the vampire Steve picked up?”
Abe doesn’t know what else to do but nod.
“You look so normal,” she says. “Oi, Akihiko! Doesn’t he look
normal?”
A second figure joins the woman on the other side of the screen door:
a man short enough to duck underneath his wife’s outstretched arm,
wearing jeans, ugg boots and an open dressing gown. Steve clearly got
his looks from him—the man looks like an older-but-still-rather-boyish
version of Steve, albeit with much shorter, less interesting hair. He says
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something Abe doesn’t understand—he never figured that there’d come
a day when he’d regret learning high school Italian over Japanese—and
stares with what looks to be shock before finally speaking in slightlyaccented English: “He does look normal. Normal!”
Abe stares in shock as he pushes the screen door open and holds one
hand outstretched; Abe takes it and Akihiko pumps it up and down
with an enthusiasm that surely can’t be warranted.
“Please, come in. I’m Akihiko Nakamura, and this is my wife,
Debra.”
“Sergeant Nakamura,” she says with another broad smile. “Please,
come in. We don’t have any blood on hand, but if you would like water,
or anything else, don’t hesitate to ask. Steve’s in his bedroom. He says
he can’t sleep during the day, but I bet you anything he’s out of it right
now. Do you have long? I don’t think he’ll mind if we disturb him.”
Before Abe quite knows what he’s doing, he’s stepping into the
hallway; Akihiko closes and locks the doors behind him. Abe stops
and stares, dumbstruck for the second time in as many minutes: the
hallway is decorated with a row of dusty, crooked photo frames and a
shining, spotless weapons rack bearing several short swords, staffs with
long blades, hooks and axeheads attached to the shaft, ammunition
belts and five different assault rifles.
The little handgun holstered at Steve’s back quite suddenly seems
like nothing worth the noticing.
Debra darts in and wraps her arms, her warm, living arms, around
Abe’s still chest; Abe, positively stunned by the affection of strange
breathers, just stands there.
“Thank you so much, Abe. Greg says someone ringing for help so
quickly made all the difference, and Steve said something about you
talking to him, and, well, you know it’s going to happen someday,
living here, but there’s no guarantee a zombie will make it through
sapient...”
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Zombie? Steve? Abe swallows and stares at her. Does she not realise
it happened because of Abe? “It’s nothing,” he says, feeling rather more
like he wants to throw himself off the edge of a cliff. “I just wanted to
make sure that he’s okay. And, um. Blazer?”
“This way. Aki, how about you get our guest a glass of water?” She
tugs at Abe’s wrist and leads him down the hallway, not giving Abe the
chance to demur or refuse. “We’ll see if he’s awake, will we?”
He now knows, Abe realises, just why it is Steve can not only talk the
hind leg off a donkey but also be so demonstrative with his kisses. He’s
not flirting at all, in fact; he’s just used to being around people who
touch each other and strangers without thinking about it, so much so
that a hand on the thigh probably doesn’t mean anything at all.
Not that, now, any of that matters.
Debra pushes open the second door, revealing the dimness that comes
from drawn shutters and a pile of abandoned clothes. Abe recognises
the T-shirt and jeans from the night before. “Steve?” Her voice is just
low enough not to waken someone deeply asleep. “You awake?”
Silence lingers long enough for Abe to contemplate escape plans,
and then he hears a low, groggy-sounding mumble and Steve’s usual
speaking voice. “Just resting my eyes, Mum. Shut up.”
Debra breaks into a grin, clearly not believing this for a second; Abe
can’t help a returning smile. “Do you want a visitor?”
“Tell Jack I’ll ring him tomorrow.”
“What if it’s your vampire friend?”
“Abe?”
“Go in,” she says as she gives him a light shove to the lower back.
Abe takes an unwilling step forwards to balance, and then he’s halfway
through the door, Debra walking back down the hallway in all apparent
contentment to leave a vampire with her son.
There’s nothing for it but to go in, Abe thinks, but he stops just
inside the door and stares, startled despite his nerves. Steve has a small,
rather poky sort of room, but the half-drawn venetian blinds—a relief,
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since it means Abe can take off his sunglasses—provide light enough
for a vampire to see the coils of rope on the floor, harnesses hanging
from wardrobe doorknobs and a collection of assorted clasps, clips and
buckles on the bedside table, along with a glass of water and a paper
prescription bag. The walls are plain, but the wardrobe and the back
of the bedroom door are covered with layer upon layer of yellowing,
curling posters—mostly half-naked male breathers surfing, horse
riding, rock climbing, bungee-jumping. Abe nearly trips over a pair
of hiking boots and the dress shoes Steve wore last night as he takes
another cautious step forwards, bewildered by the amount of things
crammed into such a small space. A riding helmet rests on the floor
by the bed. Three handguns rest on top of wicker hamper possibly
intended for laundry. A stack of newspapers and magazines as tall as the
headboard of the bed rest propped against the far wall, a set of stirrups
resting on top.
Steve lies curled on top of the bed in a pair of tracksuit pants and
an oversized T-shirt, his head raised, a somewhat-damp paperback—
Abe has never heard of Gideon Haigh—shoved up against his chest.
Somehow, the idea of Steve drooling on a book while pretending not
to be asleep seems adorable, even if he looks nothing close to adorable
at the moment. Much better than last night, of course, but tired and
drawn, his gel-stiffened hair flattened into an array of odd spikes poking
out at ridiculous angles. Abe takes a step backwards. He was right, after
all, and it will be better for everyone if he leaves Steve to sleep…
“Abe!” Steve sits up and waves Abe over. “Mum didn’t scare you, did
she?”
“A little,” he confesses as he finds a clear place to stand near the end
of the bed. “I think I, well, now understand you a whole lot better.”
“Sorry about that.” Steve’s easy grin, too, looks so much like his
mother’s, even if he looks little like her physically. “She scares everyone,
though. Chichi reckons that if we parked her out the front her smile
would ward off the feral zombies. It’s why she’s so good as a copper.”
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Abe can’t help a laugh at the thought of Debra Nakamura grinning
at a starving feral trying to chew on her arm, and Steve, who possibly
possesses much the same ability, laughs with him.
“I was going to look up your number.” Steve yawns and slumps back
against the pillows. “It’s a bit hard to thank you properly from the back
of an ambulance.”
“You don’t have to thank me.” Abe bites down on his lower lip. “I
just came here to apologise, really.” He holds out the blazer. “And give
you this.”
“Toss it on the pile.” Steve shrugs and pats the bed. “Come sit?”
Why does he want Abe to get anywhere close to him? “I’m happy
standing,” he says as he tries to find a hook or knob that isn’t already
burdened by a harness, bridle or rope. There’s no such thing, so Abe
opens the wardrobe and slides the blazer onto an empty hanger. Half
the hangers, he notes, bear harnesses and holsters, and the rest hold
either blazers or what looks like hiking clothes—the kinds of sturdy
jackets and T-shirts sold in the windows of outdoor lifestyle stores.
He knows Steve is a bit, well, metrosexual, and the selection of styling
products and hair dye boxes on the windowsill bears that out, but Abe
didn’t expect to find a mountain-climbing adventurer.
Steve lets out a long, slow sigh. Even being the next day, it’s a relief
to hear him breathe without that terrifying whistle. “The doctor told
me that I had—or have, rather—anaphylaxis. Like a nut allergy, except
that we don’t think I’m allergic to nuts.” He grins again. “Which is
good, because I’d be a little bit shattered if I couldn’t have cashews. I
can live without peanuts, though.”
Vampirism is better than the alternative, but it had been years since
Abe was able to enjoy cashew nuts or anything else edible. Great-Aunty
Lizzie expounded at length on just how hard it is to be a vampire and
watch a human partner enjoy the delight of eating, and it’s a decent
argument for avoiding human contact. But how can one do that at
all, when he needs a job, needs to buy blood, needs to spend time
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around others? Watching breathers eat is just something he needs to
learn to deal with—in a way, it isn’t too dissimilar to an allergy as far as
avoidance goes. The consequences aren’t good if he eats, so he doesn’t.
He wishes, he realises, that Great-Aunty Lizzie was wrong about
everything pertaining to breathers and vampires—just as much as he
wishes that Steve Nakamura, of all the people in the world, was the last
person to be struck by such an illness.
“Do they know what triggered it?” he asks, quite sure that he doesn’t
want to hear the answer.
He has to know, though.
There’s something in Steve’s raised eyebrow that makes Abe think
he knows why Abe is asking the obvious. “Not for sure. I’ve got to see
my GP on Monday and get a referral to an immunologist, and then
they’ll find out, I hope.” Steve’s eyes meet Abe’s; his lips twist into an
apologetic-seeming grimace. “Since I wasn’t allergic to anything before,
since I wasn’t eating or drinking and didn’t get stung by anything,
they’re liking vampire venom as a cause, since it’s apparently a common
allergen, but I heard you say that last night.” He grins. “If you don’t
mind, I think I’ll hold off on kissing you for a while, just in case. You
can actually sit down, though, as long as you promise to behave and not
spit on me. I’d prefer not to make it a record by ending up in hospital
twice in twenty-four hours, though. Next-door-Greg will fucking kill
me. By which I mean he’ll remind me of the hell for the rest of my life.”
Abe doesn’t move; he folds his arms and tries to figure out why Steve
doesn’t look the least bit reluctant, but he can’t come up with even the
remotest of sensible answers. “I nearly killed you.”
“Nearly made me a zombie, you mean.” Steve shakes his head and
slides just a little down the bed so that he can rest the back of his neck
against the top pillow. “I’m a carrier. Didn’t I say I got bitten? Death
is only a theoretical concept for most of us, here—you’re not the only
one.” He shrugs. “Sorry for not sitting up. In all the chaos I didn’t
fucking take my meds until late, and I’m a bit whacked out.”
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Is becoming a zombie any different from dying, given that there
is only a twenty percent chance one survives death with any kind of
mental faculty intact? Steve might remain Steve, just more likely to
lose a limb here and there, but more likely he will become a walking,
mindless corpse trying to chew on anything with a heartbeat, probably
dismembered and destroyed a short time after death—if he’s lucky
enough to have someone attending his death and doesn’t become a
wild, feral zombie roaming the countryside. If Abe’s family found it
hard knowing that their son had turned into a vampire, after all the
years of being prepared for such a fate, knowing a son became a zombie
and escaped into the bush had to be heartbreaking.
No wonder Steve has such strong feelings about ACPIZ.
“That doesn’t make it any better.”
Steve shrugs. “None of this makes it your fault, either. I don’t recall
you pinning me to the wall and forcing me to kiss you.” He snickers.
“Actually, more like the reverse.”
“Aren’t you scared?” The question flies off Abe’s tongue before he
thinks about its stupidity.
Steve, for some reason, nods. “Yes! Of course I am. I hope like fuck
it is you because then I’ll know what is, man. What if they never find
out? I’d really rather not go through that again. But speaking to you
from across the room is stupid.”
That hurts more than it should, even though Abe knows exactly
what Steve means: there’s not much more terrifying in not knowing
why one’s body is set on killing him or what provoked it. Even an
unpalatable cause is better than none at all.
“C’mon, Abe. Sit down. You saved my life, a bit, so you don’t get
to stand awkwardly at the back of my room.” Steve’s smile verges on
the edge of rueful. “I probably shouldn’t say this, but … well, I liked
kissing you, you know. I liked dancing with you. It’s not fucking easy
finding people who are cool with being a carrier—who wants to be
with someone who might make them a zombie-to-be if the condom
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tears? Here just about everybody’s a carrier, so it doesn’t fucking matter,
but in Sydney? I liked being in a space where I wasn’t a freak—with
someone who cares about things that aren’t fish. Or just thinks I’m hot.
Or who—fucking hell, man—tries to distract a not-breathing guy by
talking about irony. Johanna was laughing all the way to the hospital
over that one.”
Of course, Steve has to yell out the back of an ambulance that he
thinks it is situational irony, so he’s just as bad if not worse—and that’s
why Abe wishes he hadn’t come here at all.
He sits down on the bed. “If I say that I do, are you going to run for
the door?”
Steve takes Abe’s hand in his and rolls his eyes. “Mate, I know you
think I’m hot. It was pretty damn obvious.”
Steve might be shunned by people with only a very small reason
to fear him, but Steve has a significant reason to fear being around
Abe, and here he is, refusing to treat Abe the way he was treated. Abe
just stares at him, smiles, sighs. Abe fell hard in lust over a cute face,
a confident hand and a sexy dance, but Steve the person might just
be worth getting to know, even if there’s no chance in hell of being
anything but friends.
He wants it, even though he’s a monster.
Abe’s not sure he has the right to ask, but he needs to know. “If you
don’t mind my asking, what exactly did you tell your mum?”
“Everything,” Steve says in a voice that sounds more mystified than
annoyed. “Why?”
“Everything?”
“It’s not like Greg’s not going to tell the parentals that their son
was at a gay vampire club,” he says with all reasonableness. “Fuck, if
I heard him right, he knew more about the fucking dare than I did!
And Johanna was talking to Mum on the phone, right? And fucking
Swanston’s going to be telling everyone from here to Point Marcus that
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I’m an actual fucking fag now. It’s come out or go home at this point,
whatever it is I—”
Steve stops, then, but the missing word is so loud Abe could have
heard it if he screamed it across the room.
His use of the slur makes Abe wince: there’s too much bitterness in
it. “I work with him, you know—we actually went to Feeders together,
before he ditched me for Ares. Not dating, but so we’re not—we’re not
going to a club alone.” Swanston is an arsehole, yes, but everybody
knows that and nobody takes him seriously, so what does it matter what
he says? Except it’s never that easy, Abe knows, and clearly Swanston
hurt Steve enough for that word to stick. “He runs reception. Everyone
knows he’s gay. Me too, for that matter.” He pauses, for it all seems
obvious to Abe, but then he speaks anyway: “I, well, I didn’t get the
impression that Greg cares who it is you’re kissing, as long as it’s not,
uh, lethal. Those two girls, Johanna and the zombie, were cheering you
on, I think. Your parents seemed delighted that I am—well, normal,
they said. Four times. Do your friends here care?”
Steve doesn’t say anything for a moment. He just closes the book
and slides it underneath the paper bag on the bedside table before he
bursts into shaking, cackling laughter. “Normal! Oh, fuck, they did?
Man!”
Abe nods. “They’re not thinking—well, that I met you in my drag
queen persona or something?”
“Please fucking tell me you have a drag queen persona?” Steve sighs
when Abe gulps and jerks his head: no, he most certainly does not!
“Damn. Maybe I should have a drag queen persona. I’d be totally hot
as a queen.” He yawns. “I told Mum and Chichi, in the ED last night,
that I was probably bi or pan or something like that, and they could
take me at my word or I could tell them in explicit detail how I kissed a
boy and really fucking liked it. Johanna told Chichi that doesn’t mean
the uncontrollable urge to fuck kitchenware. He was gaping for a bit
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until Mum elbowed him in the ribs. She really wasn’t surprised, do you
know?”
They’re the words he’s been so desperately wanting to hear—and the
words that don’t have quite the same meaning ever since Abe found
Steve, slumped on the footpath, struggling to breathe.
“It was pretty damn obvious,” Abe says.
Steve grins. “And the parentals think you’re normal. That’s the best
thing they’ve ever said about one of my dates.”
The very idea—that a gay vampire who is the possible trigger of
serious anaphylaxis-causing allergies is in any way normal—has Abe
leaning forwards, bursting into laughter. “Normal! If I’m normal...”
He sits up and shakes his head, glancing around at a room that is some
kind of unofficial homage to, or at least a storage space of, extreme
sports equipment. “Well, maybe. This abseiling and rock climbing. I’ve
never done anything like that. I hate heights. I’m scared I’ll fall off a
horse. As for base jumping? No fucking way.” He reaches over and
picks up one of the metal clips from the bedside table, something that
looks like an oval-shaped dog clip without the sliding part; he fiddles
with a round clasp that seems to hold the whole thing shut but can’t get
it to work. “I don’t even know what this is or what it does.”
“It’s a carabiner. You use it to connect a harness to your ropes, among
other things. I haven’t actually been base jumping yet, although I still
want to. And, just for the record, I used to be fuck scared of heights
and open spaces, but therapy can be effective.” Steve rests his eyes on
Abe’s face in an oddly serious expression before he breaks into a smile.
“You’re off work tomorrow, right—weekend and all? There’s this place
a couple of clicks south-east of Darrensford where there’s an easy, short
cliff-face. It’s great for first-time abseiling. Want to go? I mean, if you’re
that scared you can’t, that’s fine, but if you want to try it—we can. We’ll
get up early so you’re not out at noon or anything—how photosensitive
are you?”
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What is it about Steve that leaves him unable to do anything but
stare? And why is that not such a bad thing?
He shouldn’t, shouldn’t say yes.
“You ... you want to go abseiling? Tomorrow? You nearly died last
night...!”
Steve shrugs. “Okay, so tomorrow you come around and we play
Trivial Pursuit. What about next Saturday?”
He doesn’t have anything planned for Saturday. Abe seldom does,
besides sitting at the bar at Feeders and striking out with the tourists.
There’s no reason in the world not to go, when viewed rationally. It’s
not as though there is any risk of fatal injury to Abe; hell, he’d probably
hurt himself worse in the run down the street last night than he would
while carefully, secured with ropes and harnesses, scaling a cliff-face.
He’s not so photosensitive that he can’t go out in daylight, as long as he
brings enough blood to heal the sunburn. The only thing holding him
back is fear, of course: fear of heights, fear of injury, fear of getting close
to Steve, fear of hurting Steve, fear of the monstrous, blood-lustful side
Abe would rather keep buried.
How can he be around Steve and not hurt him?
He must have paused for far too long, because Steve shakes his head
and hits Abe with his sharp, piercing, lively brown eyes. “You amaze me.”
The oddest thing about the statement is that his words are completely
devoid of sarcasm. “I’m gasping like a fish on the footpath—I don’t
know what the fuck is happening, seriously. But you know what to
do, you know what to tell the person that answers an emergency call
even though it’s fucking Aggie Skipton—and if I hadn’t been gasping
I’d have been laughing so fucking hard, man—you even know enough
to look at my symptoms and make a few accurate guesses on what’s
going on. You and Johanna helped me, and that’s huge, and you didn’t
bat an eyelid throughout any of it—well, much. Something small like
backwards-walking down a cliff face? How can you not believe that you
can do anything?”
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Abe wonders if he’s ever heard anyone say anything quite like those
words.
He’s scared of climbing cliffs, true, but he doesn’t want to see the
disappointment in Steve’s eyes when Abe confesses the real reason for
his hesitation.
He just has to not kiss Steve. He can do that, surely?
“I ... um.” He would have blushed, if he could. “How does she even
work there? Anyway, I just watch a lot of, well, real life medical TV.
Like What’s Good For You. RPA. I don’t know what it is, that stuff just
became interesting, after I died.”
Steve sits up, and Abe gets to watch the transition from a bright,
startled smirk to shoulder-shaking laughter. He laughs, even his hair
shaking with the force of it, but Abe doesn’t feel like he’s being mocked,
and that too feels strange, so that even while it takes a long time for
Steve to stop laughing, he doesn’t mind: he just gives Steve a tenuous
grin.
“They sometimes show the ‘what you should do in said emergency’
bits. Aren’t you glad I have this addiction to bad TV?”
Of course, if Abe had warned him, none of this would even matter…
“Sorry.” Steve gasps and bites down on his lower lip as if he can
stop laughing through sheer force of will. “It’s just ... Mike Johnson,
my neighbour? He’s a zombie, and he and his missus are fascinated by
shows featuring children. Don’t get me wrong, not in any sick way, but
just in an ‘Oh, they’re so young and alive, isn’t that beautiful?’ sort of
way.” He smirks and slumps back against his pillow. “They’re awesome
babysitters, once the kids get used to Mike doing weird-arse tricks with
his dismembered arm. But now I’m wondering if I’m going to be stuck
watching ACA or something after I’m dead ... oh, I fucking hope not.
I’d rather someone dismember and burn me.” He swallows and hits
Abe with a stare of his own. “But yes, mate, I’m grateful!”
Just how is he so cool with everything? He should have been scared,
but every time Abe turns around Steve seems to be reacting in ways
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that are opposite to what any sane person should expect. He should
have been the vampire: Steve would have done something with it,
something wild and crazy. Base jumping. Climbing to the caldera of an
active volcano. Parachuting from space. Abe just goes to work, sits at
home, watches TV, works his way through the Western literary canon,
looks after his cat and, sometimes, tries to find a boyfriend—meanwhile
Steve has no guarantee he will ever get those extended years in which to
live without fearing death, has a body he can and does injure, and goes
about dating trapeze artists and climbing cliff faces.
Can he just be Steve’s friend, despite the pain that might bring?
Or will he be another Great-Aunty Lizzie, sitting back at home and
doing nothing but control her family, so afraid of the world he invents
lists and rules to keep from being hurt by it—something, quite clearly,
Steve would never do?
What would it be like to be around him?
What would it like to be a breather who lives?
“All right,” Abe says with a nod, even as he thinks he can almost
hear Great-Aunty Lizzie shrieking, even as he can almost see himself
lean over and drive his fangs into Steve’s tracksuit-clad thigh. “I’ll go.
Uh. Trivial Pursuit? That’s ... I mean, it’s not very ... um.” He swallows,
trying to thrust the image out of his head. No. He is not a monster. He
is never going to kiss Steve again; he is just going to be Steve’s friend. “I
thought video games or something?”
Steve breaks into yet another smirking, adorable grin, but he doesn’t
seem too offended. “Eigo wa nan desu ka? I hide my hentai collection
and my Hello Kitty sex-bot in my wardrobe if you think Trivial Pursuit
isn’t Japanese enough.”
Abe looked down at the floor and regrets the fact that he can no
longer wish himself dead.
He doesn’t mention that he doesn’t have a clue what “hentai” means.
“Our game board is from the seventies or something like that,” Steve
says, bypassing the awkwardness, “which means no one knows the
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answers about sports stars, films ... well, anything but geography, really.
It’ll skullfuck you. If you provide the blood, I’ll provide the popcorn,
and we can spend the afternoon learning what it feels like to know fuck
all about anything, and dropping crazy, outrageous hints to try and get
someone to answer a question. It’s a fucking riot.”
Oddly enough, that sounds like a great deal of fun. “Can I bring
Cluedo?”
“Abe Browning, in the gay club, with his fangs?”
He forces a smile. “Exactly.”
Steve’s near-constant grin is warm and broad and like nothing else
Abe has seen directed at him for a long time. Not before his death and
rebirth. Not before cancer. Not before the life he thought he’d have
fell out of his fingers and spun out of control—but Steve might know
something of how to live that life and how to thrive in it. Steve, it
seems, doesn’t feel any need at all to control anything. “I won’t let you
fall down a cliff face, Abe. Promise.”
“I can’t promise the same,” Abe says. It would be easier to run. Easier.
Steve raises one eyebrow, but the smile doesn’t leave his face. “It
seems to me, man, like you already did.”
Abe grips Steve’s hand in return and prays to something that this,
abseiling and allergies and the most interesting not-straight man in
Port Carmila all works out—somehow.
Whatever he does, whatever happens, he has to make sure that Abe’s
company never again leads to Steve’s death.
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6: Friendship

“So, what happened? Was it ugly?” Next-door-Greg leans over the
fence, clad in a pair of cut-offs, a faded cap over his curling hair and a
singlet, watching as Steve secures his gear, plus a picnic cooler, in the
tray of his Toyota ute.
Morning brought a gorgeous, mild summer’s day, slightly overcast,
one just perfect for heading out to the middle of nowhere and their
first attempt at rock climbing. Driving out with Abe, at the very least,
gives him something to listen to other than talkback radio, and if he
looks forward to it more than he should admit given the problems
involved in dating a vampire ... well. Is it really something he has to
worry about, yet? What will happen will happen, and they’ll find a
way to make it work. Kissing isn’t a relationship prerequisite. In the
meantime, why can’t he just enjoy the thought of Abe—who, last week,
surprised himself but not Steve when he managed to survive abseiling
down the baby slope—climbing up a cliff?
“Swelled up this big.” Steve gestures with his fingers; Greg, who at
least is an educated audience, winces. “In a way, it was kind of funny.
All the usual things—pollen, food allergens, insects, whatever—
did absolutely nothing. Which is good: I’d really hate to stop eating
processed food because everything contains nuts. Vampire venom?
Yep. And zombie saliva. There’s some kind of protein or something
the undead develop.” Steve shrugs, tugs the last rope tight, braces his
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arms over the back of the tray. It’s not exactly a surprise—more like
the welcome-and-unwelcome confirmation of something everyone
suspected—but it’s a relief to know that his anaphylaxis has a cause,
which means he can now, theoretically, try and avoid kissing vampires
or being bitten by zombies. “Apparently it’s not uncommon, but most
breathers still don’t kiss vampires, either. So it’s not like they have a
huge amount of data on the subject.”
Feral zombies, of course, don’t do the courteous thing and avoid
nibbling on the allergic. Both his immunologist and his GP like the
idea of desensitisation, and so does Steve, but he hopes they can work
something out that doesn’t involve his driving up to the city every week.
He doesn’t think it that big a deal, though—truly, what’s the difference
between bleeding to death and gasping to death from a zombie bite? So
he packs a little extra heat and makes sure that everybody understands
the action plan. He rolls his eyes when Abe insists on photocopying the
action plan. He tells Johanna and Izzy that Izzy shouldn’t spit on him.
Johanna kisses Izzy and chases Steve around her flat pretending to kiss
him. Life goes on.
Not so long ago he’d have been glad of the most perfect excuse to
turn his back on Port Carmila for good. Sydney has to be safer for a
man allergic to the undead, right?
It would sound like a story to say that Abe changed everything,
and in fact that’s not even true. Adam Swanston changed everything.
Pathetic, ridiculous Adam Swanston, a boy so fucking afraid of his
own sexuality that he spent a year harassing Steve just because he’s
comfortable with hair gel, but a man who nevertheless manages to live
as an out gay man in a tourist town and survive what everyone knows
and thinks, changed everything. If he can do that, if Johanna and Izzy
can do that, then Steve can live here as his whatever-sexual virus-carrier
anaphylactic self. Besides, Abe isn’t going to be happy in Sydney, and
all his friends are here. Crazy, absurd, amazing friends who scheme and
pull handguns on vampires and try their hardest to keep him alive.
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Friends who give him hell over his hair but don’t waste a second on the
things that matter.
It might just be the near-death experience: they’re often said to
provide perspective. Steve’s fairly sure, however, the perspective comes
from the kissing and dancing that preceded it—and the realisation
that he doesn’t want to waste another minute on avoiding awesome
experiences because of one broken man.
So the near-death thing might’ve helped.
Greg raises his eyebrows. “So, about that...”
Steve glances back at him and tries to sound as innocent as possible.
“About what, mate?”
Mum and Chichi dropped hints and suggestions about the problems
involved, because apparently Steve isn’t a millennial able to Google safesex practices, but Mum must have said something to Chichi, because
neither have said as much as a single word about Steve’s sexuality to
Steve once they got past that awkward moment of gaping in the ED.
The fact they both like Abe helps, although it’s kind of hard to dislike a
vampire who brings cupcakes as well as blood to a game day, polishes his
shoes, expresses a genuine interest in Japanese literature and apologises
repeatedly for putting their son’s life at risk.
He figured everything will be okay when he caught Chichi telling
Soba over Skype that his son is what they call ‘pansexual’ and, no, that
has nothing to do with the English sense of kitchens.
The regret of his life, Steve thinks, is knowing he might not get the
chance to experience that kiss and the dancing that followed without
being distracted by the bloody itching. Still, as long as Abe keeps his lips
to himself they can go dancing again, and it’s not as though Abe’s lips
and fangs are connected to all the parts of his body. Why can’t they hit
Feeders that evening and burn up the dance floor?
He knows what he wants, he thinks. He didn’t know he wanted it
until his annoying friends pushed him in the right direction, but he
knows what he wants.
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Greg’s piercing look says he knows Steve’s being an arse. “So? What
are you doing about your pretty-boy vampire?”
Stocking up on condoms, dental dams and Glad Wrap, so that
when Abe is less worried about killing Steve—right now he’s still not
comfortable touching him, although Steve hopes that will pass given
enough time—he can present an action plan of his own.
“What am I supposed to do? I can’t make him not venomous.”
Greg pushes a curl off his olive-toned face as though hesitating before
asking for something more specific, but he doesn’t have the chance to
speak: Jack’s dual-cab, ever adorned with fishing rods, pulls up across
the street.
Phil slams the passenger door hard enough to rattle the windows in
all the surrounding houses and disturb the resting dead. “Hey! Steve!”
He waves back. No-one besides Johanna, who mentioned it in
passing before curling up on the foot of Steve’s bed and demanding
every detail about Abe and what Steve means to do about him, said
anything about Steve’s failing his dare; Steve just resigns himself to his
radio. Maybe he can talk his boss into more hours. At the very least he
knows he’s given it a shot worthy of Jack’s gossiping to half the town
about the kiss, and that’s good enough. As birthdays go it is certainly
memorable: he made a new friend, discovered a few new things about
himself and ended up with a new handgun and a watch he is probably
going to smash sooner or later.
Breathing in a world of theoretical death, Steve decides, counts as a
good birthday.
“You going somewhere, Akira-san?” Jack wears his battered, hookand-sinker-studded hat, a tangle of fishing line coiled around one wrist
and a dangerous, evil grin. Phil, at his side, is just as geared up for
fishing in a many-pocketed vest and his lucky barracuda-print T-shirt.
He waves a hand at Greg—Steve and his mates have become quite well
acquainted with Port Carmila’s paramedics over the years—and both
men saunter up to the ute.
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As always, Steve pretends he doesn’t hear that abomination of a
nickname fall from Jack’s lips. “Darrensford. Rock climbing.”
Jack rolls his eyes in much the same way Steve wants to every time
Jack mentions fishing. “Well, we got something for you. I mean, mate,
we feel so guilty about this. We put your life at risk. That was an awful,
horrible thing for us to do, and we are so fucking sorry. We’re just so
lucky that you didn’t die, man.”
Steve stares with a great deal of incredulity, but he says nothing,
quite sure that everyone here knows that there is no way Steve could
have known Jack’s dare might prove as interesting as it did—and quite
sure he doesn’t want to know why Jack is laying it on quite so thick.
It’s not as though he didn’t put Johanna’s life at risk with the zombies,
after all, even if everyone stood by with assault rifles at the ready in case
something went wrong.
Greg’s eyebrows reach his hairline, but he too doesn’t speak.
“Because of that, and because you did your best to carry out the
dare—we saw you give it everything you’ve got, man. Fuck, did we see!
So, we’re going to give you the chance to attempt another one. This
time, we’re going to make sure that it’s safe, that there is absolutely
no risk to you at all, because we’re just so cut up with guilt over this.”
Jack draws in a deep breath; beside him, Phil just nods, his tanned face
so innocent Steve knows there’s got to be a punch coming. “So. The
community sewing group’s running classes again this summer down
at the library. We’re going to dare you to sign up for the embroidery
class.”
“Embroidery,” Steve says slowly. “That’s it?” No fucking punch?
“Mostly.” Jack shrugs. Phil, though, breaks into a broad, shit-eating
smile. “All you have to do is complete the six-week embroidery course.
By that time, you’ll get old Sian MacGillycuddy to help you embroider
a tapestry thing—you know, those embroidered things you hang
on the wall?—of the Lord’s Prayer. Then you enter your marvellous
embroidered creation in the handcraft division at the Ag Show. Along
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with all the wonderful, old scone-baking ladies of the CWA, of course.”
He grins far too broadly—and his dare is already bad enough as it is.
“After the Ag Show, and the whole municipality has admired your ohso-devout creation, you win. See? Perfectly easy and perfectly safe. All
you have to do is avoid pricking your finger with a needle around the
vampires. There’s no way you could fail to pull off this one!”
Learning embroidery is one thing, although certainly not on Steve’s
list of needed skills. He can already sew buttons onto his blazers and
hem his own jeans, thank you very much. Learning to embroider
the Lord’s Prayer—which will make his atheist parents become quite
concerned about his mental state—is another thing. Displaying that
embroidered religious monstrosity before everyone at the Port Carmila
Agricultural Show?
No one will ever let him forget it. No one. Every year it will come
up, just as every year the town talks about Aggie Skipton’s hideous
hand-sculpted clay pigs from 1976. They’re town legend, those pigs,
and Steve can see whatever woeful attempt he makes at embroidery
going the same way. That’s if he survives a couple of hours a week with
the gossiping old ladies who flock to the community sewing group. He
can see it now: the incessant questions about his allergies, his sexuality,
his career path, his life as a university student in the city, and whether
or not he thinks their great-grandchildren are cute in hand-knitted
beanies. Complete with wallet-sized photos, probably.
Yes, he’s generalising, but he thought makes his legs shake. Greatgrandchildren. Wallet-sized photos—or, fuck, what if a few of them have
smartphones? Smartphones and Facebook and great-grandchildren.
He’d rather do another round in the ED.
Greg starts snickering so hard he all but lies across the fence for
balance.
Jack and Phil just grin at him, both of them looking so innocent
Steve feels like contemplating murder. Does he really need to attempt
this one? The eight AM Saturday morning call-in show might cover
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allergies or new innovations in immunotherapy. Who knows what kind
of awesome talkback radio he might be missing out on? Isn’t a journalist
supposed to keep up with the media, anyway?
“I think,” Steve says with as much gravitas as he can muster, “that
I’d rather kiss a vampire.” He pauses just as he hears the sound of flesh
smacking against wood. “Um, Greg? You can stop banging your head
against the fence right about now.”
Greg snorts. “If I catch you lip-locking with that greyskin, I’ll leave
you for the zombies to devour. Can’t you find some breather pretty-boy
to fuck?”
“I’ll use a dental dam first. Last thing I want is you giving me shit
all the way to the hospital, again.” Steve shrugs just as Abe’s little silver
hatchback pulls up and parks behind Jack’s ute. “Hey, mate! Get over
here. These morons are just going.”
Jack’s eyes widen for the briefest of moments before he breaks into
a grin broad enough to show the majority of his teeth. Steve told
Johanna, of course, that he’d been going out with Abe, but he hadn’t
hurried to tell anybody else. “You going rock climbing with the vampire,
Akira-san?”
Steve nods and looks at Jack. “Mate, I know what you did, you
know.”
Jack gives him a wide-eyed, rather wounded sort of look and blows
away a droning blowfly with one hand. “Whatever do you mean?”
“You’ve been thinking all these years that I’m not straight—I like
girls, but that doesn’t make me straight—but I’d never actually admit
it because of fucking Swanston. So you use the birthday dare as an
opportunity to make me figure it out.” He shrugs and stands. “You’re
right. I’m a probably bit of a fag. Thank you for being a conniving
arsehole of a good friend. Now fuck off, because I’m going on a date.
Second date. Or third—no, fourth. Do I count Feeders as the first? Is
it our fifth, now? And yes, I’m packing condoms and epinephrine, so
don’t lie awake at night worrying over my health, right?”
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He opens the driver’s-side door and waves at Abe as he heads up
the driveway. He’s dressed as well as he can for a day in the bush:
bright white runners, crisp jeans and a long pale-blue T-shirt under his
trenchcoat. Sunglasses and a broad, floppy hat shadow his face; a cooler
bag rests under his arm. Not exactly great for rock climbing, but Steve
will get Abe there eventually, because that’s what friends are for. “You
ready, man?”
Abe nods and looks askance at Phil, Jack and Greg, all grinning like
evil, possessed schoolchildren. “Uh…”
“Ignore them,” Steve says as he slides behind the wheel and slams
the door shut. Abe stands still for a moment before following suit,
closing the passenger door just as the grinning trio on both sides of
the fence burst into ridiculous, cackling laughter. “I just told them I’m
dating you and blew their tiny minds. And Jack wants me to embroider
the fucking Lord’s Prayer for the next dare, which he thinks is just
hilarious. We’re stuck listening to talkback from here to eternity, because
seriously, like fuck. So.” He turns the key in the ignition, which starts
both the motor and a radio presenter droning on about thrips. “What
are your thoughts on gardening?”
Abe’s eyes widen. “What?”
“Okay, no thoughts on gardening—”
“Dating?”
Steve pulls out of the drive and onto the road. “Feeders, game day,
abseiling, the day you took me into your office to photocopy the action
plan, today. I’m pretty sure that if you were a girl, they’d be dates—it’s
really not different with a guy, right?”
Abe takes off his sunglasses and hat and gives Steve a desperate,
horrified look. “But, you, uh—”
“So we don’t kiss,” Steve says. “Plenty of other things we can be
doing. Like dancing. Want to go out tonight and dance? I’m sure it’s
much more fun when you’re not wanting to rub out your own eyeballs.”
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It seems to take Abe a long minute to blink, swallow, rub his hands
against his knees. “Don’t you want to be dating someone to whom
you’re not allergic?”
It’s cute that he cares so much, Steve thinks, but he seems to be
missing the point. They’re not friends. They’re two guys attracted to
the other and trying to figure out how to be around the other without
one of them dying from want of breath, and why deny that just because
it’s difficult? Why waste time pretending that Abe doesn’t want to fuck
Steve and Steve doesn’t want to let him do it? Why waste another breath
on the delusion that Steve wouldn’t gladly park the car, jump on his
lap and kiss him if he could? He glances at Abe out of the corner of his
eye, because, fuck, a perplexed Abe is just fucking adorable, especially
when he’s running his hands through his hair and looking as though he
wishes to be anywhere but here—and wants to be nowhere but here.
Especially when he can’t take his eyes off Steve’s face.
“I’m already dating you,” he says as he turns the Toyota out onto the
main highway towards the yellow-and-black “beware zombies” road
sign. Phil had, for his second-last birthday dare, crossed out “zombies”
and spray-painted “tourists” instead; the council apparently hadn’t
bothered to tell Roads and Maritime Services about it. “So we find
a way to figure it out. No kissing—well, you can’t kiss me, but I bet
I could certain venom-free bits of you. Incredibly safe sex practices.
Other things we’ll learn on the way. Because—well, I don’t know about
you, but I’m not spending the rest of my life pretending I don’t want to
fuck you. Or that I won’t be staring at your arse while you climb, today.
Because I will be.”
Several emotions flicker across Abe’s face, but the one that wins
out, Steve thinks, is relief. “Now I—now I know why you don’t mind
belaying.” He shakes his head: he can’t blush, but he chews on his
bottom lip when anxious or embarrassed. “Steve!”
“You’re supposed to be—well, depending on the angle of the cliff
face, actually, but don’t worry about that today—watching the climber
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on belay.” Steve pauses, just for effect. “Unless you want me standing
there texting Johanna while you climb?”
Abe draws himself up and looks at Steve. “In the interests of, uh,
climbing safety, I suppose I have to give you permission to look at my
arse while I climb. As long as, well … that permission is returned.”
“I grant you unlimited and free arse-staring access, oh boyfriend of
mine. Hang climbing safety.” Steve honks on the horn as he spots Aggie
Skipton’s 1979 Range Rover heading into town; she waves, her horn
being one of the many things in her car that doesn’t work, and waves
harder when she spots Steve and Abe in the Toyota. “And between
Jack, next-door-Greg and Aggie, the whole damn town is now going to
know we’ve changed our relationship status on Facebook. Or the local
equivalent. So. Dancing at Feeders?”
“Dancing.” Abe smiles, shakes his head and abruptly changes the
topic as if the whole thing is too much for him to deal with—but
that’s okay. He can sit and think about it if he likes, but it’s not going
to change the evident truth. “I read Jorge Louis Borges’s Labyrinths last
night. Strange take on realist fiction. But at least the South American
realists don’t pretend the so-called supernatural doesn’t exist—not like
the Western surrealist tradition. Or the vile classical realist propaganda
that is Le Fanu, Stoker and Shelley.”
It occurs to Steve that Abe now knows him well enough to realise
a comment like that is a red flag to a bull, certainly flag enough to
avoid any further relationship-type discussion, but that’s not enough to
stop him from answering—or revelling in the joy that he now knows
somebody who can say ‘Le Fanu’ and ‘classical realist propaganda’ in
the same sentence. “Better than the post-postmodern realists like Rice
and Meyer with their weird half-worship-half-violence thing going on.
And it’s not like zombies get a look in, ever—well, except for fucking
Brooks. It’s why I only read surrealist fiction, when I do read fiction.
Even if books like The Secret History or whatever feel like a bunch of
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fucking breathers trying to pretend the real world doesn’t exist, but
sometimes—”
“It’s better to be ignored than it is to be included and vilified, trashed
or inaccurately depicted?” Abe nods. “I hear you. Horrible kind of
‘better’, though. Brooks? Wasn’t that a film? I haven’t, uh, been to the
pictures in a while.”
Nobody to go with, Steve guesses, and Abe doesn’t seem like the
kind of guy who’d just go alone and not care.
“Mate, don’t get me started. I mean, my god, there weren’t enough
fucking anti-zombie propaganda films already, so they take what’s
essentially a book-long massacre guide that never bothers to distinguish
between feral and sapient zombies and film it? Because it’s not dangerous
enough for sapient zombies, being attacked by ferals and breathers
alike? I wrote an email to the Classification Board, because if there’s
any movie that should be banned it’s World War Z—come on, even the
name promotes a fucking zombie apocalypse—but no dice. Zombies
don’t count as human and we should gun them all down. Arseholes. It’s
enough to make me want to come back as a feral and feast on breather
brains, and I don’t give a fuck if that’s hypocrisy.”
“They let all seven seasons of Buffy the Vampire Slayer air,” Abe says
with a heat that makes Steve grin. “Before watershed, too. Fuck Stoker.
At least True Blood or Being Human—aside from the lifeist name—have
an appropriate rating. So I’m really not surprised anymore. Apparently
the inclusion of two hot good-coded vampires makes it not an antivampire propaganda fest—oh, it depicts pre-modern mythological
vampirism! They’re not slaughtering real vampires! The vampires are a
metaphor! What, do they think queer breather characters make up for
that? And a tiny bit of squint-and-you-miss-it queer subtext with Angel
and Spike? Hardly. We have souls. And non-bumpy faces.”
“I just watched the bits with David Boreanaz in them,” Steve says.
“He gets his shirt off a lot. Although it’d have been even better if Sarah
Michelle Gellar got hers off, too.”
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Abe angles his head and just looks at Steve. “You’re the worst straight
man I’ve ever met.”
Steve grins. “Which is why Chichi and I were the only ones who
didn’t know I’m not straight. Hey, next time there’s a vampire film
out, do you want to go, throw popcorn at the screen, talk all the way
through about how it’s terrible and give the breather audience a crashcourse in lifeism?”
“I … um. Wouldn’t they throw us out?”
The aghast expression on Abe’s face makes Steve think that Abe is
the worst vampire he’s ever met, but that’s okay.
Steve’s outgoing enough for the both of them.
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Prequel: Scheme

They sit on the breakwater while Jack and Phil fish, Izzy sews
and Greg throws chips at the seagulls, resulting in a terrific chaos
of squawking white birds zooming onto the stretch of basalt rocks
running out into the bay. It’s a pleasant enough day, with a low wind,
waves gentle enough to avoid the usual spray crashing into the rocks,
light cloud cover and a minimum of tourists to gawk at Izzy—most
locals hang out on the breakwater simply because if tourists follow they
have to get past Benjamina Bakersfield, the loud and verbose severed
zombie head fastened to the bollard at the carpark. She’s got a thesis to
be writing, though, so Johanna rolls her eyes for half an hour while the
blokes prattle about irrelevant things before losing her cool: “Aren’t we
fucking here to talk about Steve’s birthday?”
“Birthday? Does Steve even have a birthday?” Jack grins and throws
her a punch. He’s still wearing his fish-reeking clothes from the
morning’s work on his old man’s boat, although Johanna and Greg
seem to be the only ones to notice. “Chill, girl. So. As we all know,
Steve’s birthday is next month, and we need to come up with a dare
that knocks his socks right off his feet.” He leans back and reaches for
a handful of chips. “Say, we all know that Steve is fucking bi, right?”
Johanna has known Jack, Phil and Steve for seven years, and, in
all that time, she’s never once heard Jack make an idle comment. She
blinks, though, because of course everyone on the breakwater turns
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to look at her: as the group lesbian, she supposes, she must therefore
be able to recognise a lack of heterosexuality in anyone else. Izzy is as
queer as she is, but being born in the 1820s and spending most of her
undeath hiding from ferals and humans alike hasn’t exactly given her
the ability to grasp twenty-first-century sexuality: the things Johanna
takes for granted are often all but mystifying to her.
She’s not stupid, though. Not even close. Izzy just knows that
she’s got nothing worth the saying about Steve Nakamura—already
confounding with his blazers, hair gel, firearms and lack of boundaries,
given the amount of discussions they’ve had on twenty-first century
fashion and culture—on the matter of modern sexuality. She pushes
back a curling lock of dark hair with one hand and shoots Johanna a
wink while she works on embroidering the edges of the bodice lying
across her knees, one of many mid-1800s-style gowns she wears while
guiding tourists around Port Carmila.
It occurs to Johanna that she might have spent too much time
complaining to Izzy about being the token zombie-hunting lesbian if
Izzy’s giving her pointed winks.
“I think it’s homophobic to hope the dyke’s going to answer,” she
says.
Jack just snorts. “And?”
Well, it’d be the worst kind of stereotyping to look at Steve’s
metrosexual ways and assume that a man who was devoted to good
grooming before he ever left for Sydney isn’t straight. She thinks,
though, about all the posters of bare-chested men engaged in extreme
sports on his wardrobe door; she thinks about the way Steve flirts with
anyone if they stand still long enough; she thinks about how many
offhand comments he’s made about hot actors and football players
of any gender—before Adam Swanston got on his case, that is. Steve
never relinquished the hair gel or his blazers, but he did make sure he
only spoke about hot women—or the odd drag queen—from then on.
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She’s fairly sure he started riding at her parents’ property just to
crush on her brother.
“He’s totally bi,” she says. “Or pan. One of them. He does like the
girls he chases, though.” How many times has she sat around with the
guys while they drooled over actresses and hot merwomen? Jack and
Phil are as straight as they come, but Johanna never had the sense Steve
was making up an attraction to the ladies to fit in as much as he just left
half of it out of the discussion.
“Oh, he was kissing girls in primary school. We know that.” Phil
grins. “And that one vampire boy in Grade Two. Do you remember
Mr van Dreven? He came around the corner and went off about blood
diseases.”
“Is there a point to this besides memory lane?” Greg pulls his
paper-wrapped chips away from Jack’s reach. “Don’t even think about
touching the flake.”
“I was just thinking,” Jack says in a would-be-casual voice, “that it
seems a shame fucking Swanston got him all bothered about it. I mean,
Swanston’s the only person who cares, right? Nobody cares that you’re
getting up to some incredibly sexy things with another woman, Yo.”
Izzy can’t blush, if her skin were even light enough to show it, but
she can focus so intently on her sewing the effect is very little different.
“Incredibly amazing, sexy things, Jack, that you’re never going to see.”
Johanna drawls the words as slowly as she can and pokes her tongue
out at Jack just to punctuate the torment. No, nobody here really cares
that she’s dating a girl: it is, after all, the twenty-first century, and both
vampires and fae tend to be more relaxed about that sort of thing:
vampires, after all, don’t have the excuse of sex-as-procreation. If the
breather population pretend to be okay just because they don’t want
to be more bigoted than a fae, that’s all to the good as far as Johanna
is concerned. People do care that she’s dating a zombie, especially a
quasi-feral zombie who lived as a recluse for more than a century from
the fear that her own people will kill her, but now that Izzy’s working
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at the Historical Society the gossip is winding down: they don’t say shit
to her face, at least.
Then again, people are generally careful about what they say to
Johanna, the best marksman in Port Carmila for the last four Agricultural
Shows running. She might not have been born here, but she works
with the Port Carmila Police Department as a licenced hunter, and
she’s got a kill count to equal born-and-bred locals like Phil and Jack.
She’s no tourist.
Who she fucks doesn’t matter when she’s contributed more to the
town’s safety than those who whisper behind her back.
Steve, of all people, should know that.
Jack snickers. “We’ll fucking see about that one, Yo.”
“Try it and you’ll start shambling.” Johanna smirks at him before
changing the subject: Jack can spend half his life shooting back insults
and think nothing of the waste of time. Time, he says when called out
on it, is an invader invention. “What’s up with Swanston, anyway?
Izzy and I went to Feeders last week, and when we left, he was on his
knees in the alley, right in plain sight, with Ares’s cock halfway down
his throat.”
“We would not have seen him if you did not want to put your broken
handbag in the dumpster,” Izzy says with a pointed look at Johanna:
she’s never quite gotten dramatic licence. “And he was just licking.”
Phil and Jack look at each other and break out into broad, cheeksplitting grins.
“Serve him fucking right.” Phil holds up one palm; Jack smashes it
with his own. “Man! Pot calling the kettle Jack or what!”
Jack rolls his eyes and gives Phil the finger. “Ignoring that shocking
and terrible piece of racism from a white fucking invader…”
Izzy raises her eyebrows at Johanna, but she shakes her head: she
knows how these idiots talk. She’s heard Jack and Steve shoot off
exchanges that begin with ‘suicidal Jap’ and ‘drunk blackfella’ and only
become the horrific inverse of political correctness before they turn
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around and insult Phil’s Swedish grandparents—and while there must
be an invisible line for a white guy somewhere, Phil seems to know just
how to stay on the right side of permissible racism.
It probably helps that the three have known each other since
kindergarten.
“Well, well, well.” Jack grins and leans back against a large, rounded
piece of basalt. “So the guy who called Steve a fag queen is actually—
hey, Yo, can a bi dude be a fag?”
“I’m fairly sure that even asking is homophobic,” she says, but then
she blinks. “I don’t know, actually.”
“So he’s not completely wrong, but he’s also a fucking fag queen
himself—Ares! Seriously?—and that just makes it all the more right that
we do something to help Steve, well, discover himself.” Jack’s eyes seem
to glow with enthusiasm as he pounds his fist against his kneecap, chips
and fishing rods forgotten. “He should be getting out and hooking up
with dudes into that sort of thing, and if he’s not doing that because of
fucking Swanston, we, as his friends, should do something about that.
A dude shouldn’t be turning twenty-one not knowing he’s fucking bi.”
“I don’t think buying him a prostitute is going to work, Jack.” Greg
stands up and moves to a higher boulder just to get out of Jack’s reach—
or odour. “My shift starts in an hour, so please get a move on.”
“Oh, a hooker would be fucking weird.” Jack shakes his head, purses
his lips—and then he grins right at Johanna as he jumps to his feet,
pumping both fists in the air. “Got it! What if he fucking sees Swanston
doing his thing at Feeders? Then he’ll fucking know that his only reason
for not figuring this shit out is because Swanston’s got issues. We just
got to get him to Feeders, so we dare him to—we dare him to fuck a
vampire! There won’t be girls looking for guys at Feeders, right?”
“I’m sure bi and pan people go there, too,” Johanna says, not at all
sure what to think about this plan—and she knows Jack! She was the
one that helped ensure Phil had no chance of finding any scuba gear to
hire in a hundred kilometre radius! “And tourists who don’t realise that
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the vampire club has become a gay club and all the straight vamps go
to the Broken Post.”
Jack shakes his head with such frenzied energy that Johanna feels
tired just watching him. “Yes, but he’s not going to know all that, and,
anyway, this is his first fucking opportunity to actually go and hook a
guy—we’ve given him an excuse, right? He’s not going to look at the
girls. Trust me.” He turns his head and grins at Phil, hand outstretched.
“Twenty bucks says he’s necking the first dude he meets.”
“Done. I know what I’m buying with the money.” Phil reaches up,
takes the hand, shakes it. “But we’ll need to make sure the kitty’s big
enough Steve’s got no choice but to go with it. He’s been moaning
about his broken tape deck for months. Can we get him that much?”
“I can do that—between the cop shop and the chop shop, we’ll get
enough.” Greg nods and hands over the last of the chips to Jack, who
plonks himself down on the closest piece of basalt and shoves a handful
into his mouth. “It’ll be a relief to spend at least one birthday not
driving out to the middle of nowhere at midnight to save idiots from
zombies.” He brushes his hands on his jeans. “Yes, I mean you lot.”
“We love you too, dude.” Phil snatches the chips from Jack’s hands.
“Never mind how many more fucking tourists would be shambling if
not for us.”
Greg just snorts. “Not as many as you think, mate. I’ll text you when
we’ve got the money. What do you want me to tell Deb?”
Sergeant Debra Nakamura, Johanna thinks, isn’t going to much care:
she’s got more important things to worry about than her son being
dared to fuck a male vampire in order to rediscover his long-repressed
sexuality. Besides, there are very few people—of any gender—that are
going bother her more than Emma the topless trapeze artist. She’s not
so sure that Steve’s dad will be quite as comfortable with it, and from
the angled set of Jack’s head, he’s thinking much the same thing.
“Just say we’re daring him to fuck a vampire,” Jack says finally. “Say
you talked us into doing something less dangerous this time, or I’m
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running out of ideas—just bullshit them. We’ll spring it on him and
them.”
“Right.” Greg waves and heads down the breakwater.
“Will Steve be angry at this?” Izzy puts down her needle and gives
the group quite a worried look. “Are you not setting him up?”
“We’re helping him.” Phil scrunches up the chip paper and punches
Jack on the shoulder. “What friends are for, right?”
Izzy shakes her head. “Can you not just tell him?”
She’ll explain at home, Johanna thinks, just as Phil and Jack burst
out in explosive, near-hysterical laughter.
No, nobody in Port Carmila is going to sit her down and politely
suggest that Johanna needs to stop talking about her interest in men
because no one believes it, but they will invent a ridiculous excuse to
go to Sydney for the weekend and just happen to end up at a lesbian
bookstore where Jack talks about hot butch ladies, Phil tries to pick
out the best queer lady romances and Steve charms half-a-dozen phone
numbers from the customers. It might be a whole lot easier just to
say it, but why do that when they can interfere, meddle and make a
colossal mess of both the bookstore and Johanna’s head, all in the name
of showing their friendship?
There’s a reason she’s writing a thesis about a tiny zombie-prone town
in the middle of nowhere, after all, and it’s not because Port Carmila is
all that historically interesting—not when she hoped to write her thesis
about topics that don’t involve the roaming undead.
“He won’t mind, Izzy,” she says instead as she picks up Izzy’s cool
hand and entwines their fingers together. “He’s born here, even if he
forgets that sometimes. He’ll understand.”
Besides, she owes him for all those bloody phone numbers.
“Right.” Jack slaps Phil on the head as he stands. “Now we’re done
with that, anyone want to come with to the Collective? I’ve got to
knock off a flag…”
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Whatever Great-Aunty Lizzie Says

For Steve Nakamura, the high summer days at Port Carmila with
his best mates and new boyfriend should have been a breeze. Sure,
there’s tourists, ferals, immunologists and an overzealous ally boss to
be navigated, not to mention Abe’s anxiety over touching, but there’s
nothing to stop him from figuring out how to sleep with Abe and keep
on breathing at the same time—until a vampire in a frock coat turns
up at Abe’s door.
For Abe Browning, Great-Aunty Lizzie is a harridan in heels who claims
vampire-breather relationships are inherently doomed, but, worse than
that, Steve doesn’t seem to care that he’s putting his life at risk when
it comes to Abe and the zombie hunt. What is an anxious vampire
supposed to do when Steve’s recklessness makes Great-Aunty Lizzie’s
objections all the more rational? Breaking up with Steve should solve
the problem, so why can’t Abe stand the very thought?
Why did no one ever mention that the hardest part of dating a breather
has nothing to do with blood or immortality?
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